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newsbriefs

Raise Up!  
Transformational 
Course for Women
Dawn Petalino, Transformational Coach 

for Women Going through Transi-
tions, Healing Practitioner for Reconnec-
tive Healing and the Reconnection and 
intuitive, will host Raise Up!, an emotional 
transformational course Aug 19-Oct 21. 
The course is targeted to women caught 
up in overwhelm, stress, anxiety and 
neglect and ready to learn a new way to 
experience life. 

 Having grown up among addictions, while living most of her life with con-
stant busyness, anxiety and low level depression, Petalino was finally able to find 
freedom. She will offer the spiritual and practical tools, valuable resources and 
constant support to help course participants regain confidence, peace of mind, 
connection to others and joy.

Raise Up! takes place in the South Park area from 7-8:30pm every Wednesday from 
Aug 19-Oct 21. Class size is limited to 10. Info: newraise-of-light.com/raise-up or 
704-302-4884.

Natural Health Conference to Feature  
Andrew Wakefield
Sponsored by People Advocating Vaccine  
Education & Dillon Natural Health

A September 12 conference to be held at  
CPCC’s main campus will feature speakers 

from various natural health disciplines and is 
being keynoted by Andrew Wakefield, who 
caused a global firestorm by suggesting gas-
trointestinal issues in autistic children may 
be linked to the childhood MMR vaccine.
 “Andrew Wakefield has lost his medi-
cal license, his country, and is frequently 
ridiculed by the mainstream media,” said 
Lisa Jillani, director of People Advocating 
VaccineEducation (PAVE), which, along with 
Dillon Natural Health, is sponsoring the con-
ference. “This is a rare opportunity to see him on 
the offensive against the most powerful industry in the 
world. Evidence is mounting that both the government and the pharma industry 
engaged in multiple coverups to protect themselves from liability, loss of profits 
and embarrassment.”
 The conference will feature lectures by Dr. Greg Brannon, Dr. Dave Hamilton, 
Naomi Zeskind, Dr. Philip Arnone, A.J. Lanigan, and Danielle Papageorgiou and 
will also have informational tables by many area natural health establishments.

Early bird registration and information is available at event.vaccineeducation.org.

Teamwork from  
the team that works!

We make great neighbors.

As a team we make it our 
business to communicate and  
be available for you during the 
often stressful times of home 

selling and buying.
Our diligence, honesty and 

negotiating skills are some of the 
many reasons we are successful! 

We listen to your needs!
We love to educate our clients 
and be the “go to” source for all 
things Charlotte and real estate.

Serving North Carolina  
and South Carolina

Cara Bailey & Elise Venturo
704-287-6522 & 704-651-9188
Cara.Bailey@BHHSCarolinas.com
Elise.Venturo@BHHSCarolinas.com

LIKE us on Facebook!  
facebook.com/TeamCaraElise

CaraBailey.BHHSCarolinas.com
EliseVenturo.BHHSCarolinas.com
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The Nook Center 
Now Streaming  
Live Classes
The Nook, a metaphysical center 

and school in Cornelius, will be-
gin streaming live classes including 
certification classes and the Associ-
ate Degree programs. Accredited by 
the World Metaphysical Association, 
The Nook offers a variety of meta-
physical courses for those seeking 
higher knowledge and alternative ca-
reers, such as certified mediums and 
certified spiritual healers. Instructors 
come from a wide variety of back-
grounds and learning. The philoso-
phy of The Nook is to empower the 
individual lesson by lesson, provid-
ing a place of learning that establish-
es credentials as individuals move 
toward a universal shift.
 “We provide a path of special 
awareness upon which to journey 
through classes that tune into alter-
nate realities and transcend limita-
tions, an institute inviting students 
asking the deepest questions, yearn-
ing to know the core truth of exis-
tence and for all who seek the wis-
dom and mastery of spiritual insight,” 
says co-founder Marsha Cook.

Each individual class is $20. Unlim-
ited weekday and evening classes 
can be purchased as a member of 
The NookSter Society with a once 
a month payment of $39.95 which 
includes one Saturday workshop. 
Info: 704-896-3111 or meetup.com/
TheNook.
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Grand Opening of Gumbo The Store
Gumbo: The Store 

is celebrating their 
grand opening in Plaza 
Midwood for the whole 
month of August. The 
store is an extension 
of Okra yoga studio 
(which is next door) and 
celebrates healthy, natu-
ral living with organic 
nutrition and beauty 
products, zero drop foot-
wear for natural walking 
and running, exclusive 
activewear apparel and 
jewelry and candles 
from local artisans.  
 Gumbo’s selection of goods are individually chosen to help to support the 
healthy living and vibrant creation of all people. The store builds relationships 
with the people behind their products to ensure that they deeply care about their 
craft, their impact and their customer.

Okra and Gumbo are located at 1912 and 1916 Commonwealth Ave, Info:  
OkraCharlotte.com or 704-999-6630. During the grand opening celebrations, 
customers can receive 20% off any one item in the store.

Respira Vita Salt & Sauna Opens
Respira Vita Salt & 

Sauna, a business 
specializing in salt therapy, 
full-spectrum infrared 
sauna and bodywork, re-
cently opened its doors in 
Matthews and is the only 
salt therapy provider in the 
Greater Charlotte region.
       Salt therapy, also 
known as Halotherapy, is 
a 100% natural and drug-
free, effective therapy for 

treating a variety of respiratory and skin ailments and may help reduce the need for 
inhalers and antibiotics, improve lung function, alleviate sneezing, coughing, and 
shortness of breath, clear mucus and enhance immunity.
 The salt therapy rooms recreate a microclimate rich in dry salt aerosol while 
providing a peaceful and relaxing environment. A Family Room has a salt box for 
children to play in and comfortable chairs for the adults.  Adults also can experi-
ence salt therapy in the comfort of zero-gravity ergonomic recliner chairs in the 
Adult Room. Each room is equipped with a halogenerator that grinds pharmaceu-
tical-grade salt granules into a nearly invisible aerosol.

Info: RespiraVita.com or 704-628-5788. Now offering special grand opening  
pricing for a limited time.

Owner Alicia Roskind strikes a pose in Gumbo

newsbriefs
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healthbriefs

Call for Worldwide Protection 
from Wi-Fi Radiation

In May, 190 scientists from 39 nations appealed to 
the World Health Organization (WHO) to “exert 

strong leadership in fostering the development of 
more protective EMF guidelines…” The letter was  
developed by a committee that included professors 
from Columbia University, Trent University, the Uni-
versity of Washington and the University of California, 
Berkeley. It was then signed by a host of university 
professors and researchers from around the world.

 The directive cited several key studies that have shown that radiation from 
electromagnetic fields—even low-frequency radiation—is a possible cause of  
cancer. The WHO adopted a classification for extremely low-frequency electro-
magnetic radiation in 2002 and in 2011 classified radiofrequency (RF) radiation 
within its Group 2B—a “possible human carcinogen.”
 The letter points out that while WHO has accepted these classifications, there 
have been no guidelines or standards created by the agency or in conjunction with 
other agencies. It recommends a convening of the United Nations Environmental Pro-
gramme and the funding of an independent committee to explore practical means 
of regulating the widespread and uncontrolled expansion of wireless technologies 
throughout our environment. The appeal also calls for the protection specifically 
of children and pregnant women and a strengthening of regulations placed on 
technology manufacturers.
 Berkeley, California, set a precedent on May 12 by acknowledging the health 
risk posed by RF radiation and adopting the Right to Know Ordinance, requiring 
electronics retailers to warn customers about the potential health risks associated 
with it. It reads, “If you carry or use your phone in a pants or shirt pocket or tucked 
into a bra when the phone is on and connected to a wireless network, you may 
exceed the federal guidelines for exposure to RF radiation.” The ordinance requires 
that the notice be displayed in stores that sell mobile phones.

CONSTIPATED KIDS HELPED  
BY TUMMY MASSAGE
Research from the University of Washington 

has determined that chronic constipation in 
children may be relieved with abdominal mas-
sage. The research involved 25 parents and their 
children with learning needs and physical dis-
abilities. The parents were trained by specialists 
in abdominal massage. Following the training, 
the parents massaged the abdomens of their 
children for 20 minutes per day. 
 The study found that abdominal massage 
relieved constipation in 87.5 percent of the chil-
dren and reduced laxative use. In addition, the 
therapy resulted in better diets for 41 percent of the children and improved 
the parent-child relationship in many cases.

Glyphosate  
Self-Testing Now 
Available
The Feed the World Project has  

partnered with the Organic Con-
sumers Association (OCA) to offer 
public testing for a chemical that is 
now ubiquitous in conventional food 
production: glyphosate. At $119, the 
test can check levels of this chemical in 
tap water, urine and soon, breast milk. 
 “For decades now, the public 
has been exposed, unknowingly and 
against their will, to glyphosate, despite 
mounting evidence that this key active 
ingredient in Monsanto’s Roundup 
herbicide is harmful to human health 
and the environment,” says OCA In-
ternational Director Ronnie Cummins. 
“Monsanto has been given a free pass 
to expose the public to this dangerous 
chemical because individuals, until 
now, have been unable to go to their 
doctor’s office or local water-testing 
company to find out if the chemical has 
accumulated in their bodies or is pres-
ent in their drinking water.” 
 The testing comes on the heels of 
the World Health Organization’s (WHO) 
announcement in March that glyphosate 
is a possible carcinogen and questions 
the validity of the industry claims from 
laboratory animal testing that the ac-
ceptable daily intake of glyphosate is .3 
milligrams per kilogram of body weight 
per day. The WHO report notes, “The so-
called safe levels of glyphosate exposure 
have never been tested directly to deter- 
mine if indeed they are really safe to 
consume over the long term. Instead, the 
‘safe’ levels are extrapolated from higher 
doses tested in industry studies.”

The test is available at FeedTheWorld.
info/glyphosate-testing-test-yourself. 
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Pistachio Nuts Help Cholesterol, 
Blood Sugar and Artery Health 

A new study published in the journal Nutrition found that 
eating pistachio nuts may improve cholesterol param-

eters, increase glycemic (blood sugar) control, decrease 
artery stiffness and improve overall blood vessel health.
 The study tested 60 adults with poor cholesterol lipid 
levels. They were randomly split into two groups—one 
(control) was given lifestyle modifications (LSM) while 

the other was given LSM and consumed 40 grams (about 
1.5 ounces) of shelled pistachios per day for three months.
 Compared to the control group, the pistachio group’s levels of high-density 
lipoprotein (good cholesterol) increased significantly, while their low-density 
lipoprotein (bad cholesterol) levels went down significantly. Along with lower 
fasting blood sugar, the pistachio group  showed better artery health, established 
by measuring vasodilation (the flexibility of the arteries to expand and contract).
 This, together with pulse-wave velocity testing, can indicate artery stiffness, which 
has been linked to hypertension and an increased risk of heart disease in general.

Sad Music Can 
Lift Our Mood
A study from Free University, in 

Berlin, has  
determined that listening to sad music 
may actually lift our mood. The re-
searchers conducted a survey of 772 
people, 44 percent of which were 
musicians, asking each subject about 
their emotional responses after listen-
ing to sad music. While 76 percent felt 
nostalgic, more than 57 percent of the 
respondents indicated peacefulness, 
more than 51 percent felt tenderness, 
almost 39 percent had feelings of 
wonder and 37 percent experienced a 
sense of transcendence.
 Fewer than half—45 percent—
said they experienced sadness when 
listening to the morose melodies. The 
researchers pointed out that people 
often tend to listen to sad music as a 
source of consolation, and the music 
often provides a means for improving 
moods and emotions.

The greatest gifts you can give your childre are the roots of  
responsitily and the wings of independence.  

~ Denis Waitley
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globalbriefs
News and resources to inspire concerned citizens to work together 
in building a healthier, stronger society that benefits all. 

Crayon Kicks
Not Just for Kids Any More
Secret Garden and Enchanted Forest, by Johanna 
Basford, are two of the most popular titles on sale 
at Amazon.com—and both are coloring books for 
adults. Featuring detailed black-and-white drawings 
of the flora and fauna that surround illustrator Bas-
ford’s Scottish home, Secret Garden has sold nearly 
1.5 million copies.
 Fans include Hollywood celebrities such as Zooey Deschanel, and when 
National Public Radio asked listeners for feedback, many indicated, “I thought  
I was alone.” The consensus is that adults are seeking to get in touch with their  
inner child. Beyond the nostalgic charm of coloring books, it’s also a good way  
for grownups to unwind and reflect.
 “So many people have told me that they used to do secret coloring when their kids 
were in bed,” says Basford. “Now it is socially acceptable, it’s a category of its own.”

For a sample coloring gallery, visit JohannaBasford.com.

Diaper Discovery
Mushrooms Grow  
on Disposables
Disposable diapers are mostly inde-
structible, but a group of research-
ers led by Rosa María Espinosa 
Valdemar, at Mexico’s Autonomous 
Metropolitan University, Azcapot-
zalco, has found a way to degrade 
the soiled garments by growing 
mushrooms on them.
 Disposable diapers can last 
for hundreds of years in landfills 
because they contain not only the 
plant-based material cellulose that 
mushrooms consume, but also 
non-biodegradable materials such 
as polyethylene, polypropylene 
and the superabsorbent gel sodium 
polyacrylate.
 The scientists grew the oyster 
mushroom, Pleurotus ostreatus, 
on a substance made from used 
diapers and were able to reduce the 
diaper’s weight and volume by up 
to 80 percent. For the experiment, 
the researchers only used diapers 
containing liquid waste. They steril-
ized and ground up the garments; 
mixed them with lignin from the 
remains of pressed grapes, coffee or 
pineapple tops; covered the mixture 
with commercially available fungus 
spores; and kept it in a plastic bag 
for three weeks.
 The resulting mushrooms had 
similar amounts of protein, fat, vi-
tamins and minerals as in commer-
cial yeast. They’re not intended for 
human consumption, but could be 
used as a supplement in cattle feed.

Source: ScienceDaily.com

The Center for  
Pranic Healing Charlotte

5200 Park Rd. Ste. 200A, Charlotte 
PranicHealingCharlotte.com 
pranichealingsouth@gmail.com  

850-380-0561

Pranic Healing-Level 1  
August 8-9

CE hrs (NCBTMB and NASW)

Meditation & Pranic Healing 
mini-session:  
Thursdays at 7pm
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Solar Timeshare
Buying Kilowatts from Each Other
Yeloha, a new, Boston-based, peer-to-peer solar startup, 
allows anyone to go solar, even if they live in a rented 
apartment, have a roof blocked by a shady tree or don’t 
have the funds to buy panels. Customers can sign up for 
the service either as a “sun host” or “sun partner”.
       Potential sun host homeowners have a roof suitable 

for solar, but can’t afford panels. Yeloha will install the panels for free in exchange 
for access to the solar power the panels create. Sun hosts also get about a third of the 
electricity created by the panels for free, translating to lower monthly power bills.
 The remaining power is distributed to the sun partners—customers that want to 
go solar, but don’t have a proper roof or own their home. Sun partners can buy as 
many solar credits as they’d like from Yeloha at a price that’s less than what they’d 
normally pay to their utility. The service is currently operating in Massachusetts only, 
but has plans for expansion across the country.

For more information, visit Yeloha.com/sunhost.

Crab Crisis
Valuable Horseshoe Species Going Extinct
The horseshoe crab, which is not really a crab, but belongs 
to the taxonomical class Merostomata among arthropods, 
is about to join the long list of endangered species. Their 
potential extinction poses a major threat to pharmaceutical, 
clinical and food industries seeking the secrets to the species’ 
survival over more than 250 million years with minimal evo-
lution, enduring extreme temperature conditions and salinity. 
Individuals are able to go without eating for a year.
 Commonly found living in warm, shallow coastal waters on the sea floor, 
horseshoe crabs play an important ecological role. A continuing decrease in their 
population will affect other species, especially shorebirds that feed on the eggs, 
destabilizing the food chain. Sea turtles also feed on adult horseshoe crabs.
 Scientists worldwide want to include the invertebrate in schedule IV of the 
Wildlife Protection Act of 1974, labeling them as an endangered species. Enforce-
ment will include monitoring for improper uses of horseshoe crabs.

Source: EndangeredSpeciesInternational.org

Fracking Halt
Earthquakes Derail Dutch Gas Production
Gas production by fracking in the Loppersum, Netherlands, 
area of the Groningen natural gas field, Europe’s largest, was 
suspended by a Dutch court after a home was damaged by 
earthquakes linked to the operation. Nette Kruzenga, co-founder 
of Groningen Centraal, one of two groups seeking an immediate 
halt in Groningen gas production, says, “It is clear the judge said 
that the situation around Loppersum is dangerous.”

 The actions of Dutch officials are different than in the U.S., where many 
people acknowledge the same problem while others deny its existence. States that 
tend to cite the danger are those that have experienced damaging earthquakes, 
including Arkansas, Oklahoma, Ohio and Virginia. Deniers include big-fracking 
states such as California, Colorado and Texas.
 In states that have reduced new injections and scaled back current operations, 
earthquakes have abated.

Rights are won only by those 
who make their voices heard.

~Harvey Milk
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Begin Your Journey Towards  
 Health & Wellness Naturally

 

Dr. Michael Smith 
Dr. Dave Hamilton

Empowering you to better health
Call for a Complimentary Consultation

704-708-4404
www.CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

In his book Last Child in the Woods, Richard Louv dis-
cussed the condition of “Nature Deficit Disorder” - a lack 
of relationship to the environment that is a side effect of 

our plugged-in, electronic age. This societal disconnect from 
nature can be attributed to obesity, attention problems, de-
pression and anxiety in children.
 The Green Teacher Network (GTN) started in Charlotte 
in 2013 as a way to combat this problem by merging edu-
cation and environmentalism. The program seeks to ad-
vance academics, health and sustainability through school 
gardens and outdoor learning. GTN collaborates with over 
25 area organizations in support of school gardens, tastings, 
composting and the natural environment. There is currently 
a network of over 1,200 educators in 185 schools in the 
Charlotte region.
 “The inspiration was to teach kids where food comes 
from and basic culinary skills given the childhood obesity 
epidemic and the abundance of agricultural products that 
can grow right here within NC,” says Beth Mack, Communi-
cations Chair of the Green Teacher Network
 Educators are empowered to get students out of the 
classroom and into the garden. Professional development 
workshops build gardening skills and increase local food 
awareness through tastings. A partnership with the Piedmont 
Culinary Guild and PEEP (Pride Magazine Entrepreneurial 
Education Program) helps middle and high schools grow 
crops for area farm-to-table restaurants to teach financial 
literacy and entrepreneurism.

Green Teacher  
Network

by Lisa Moore

Environmental Education for  
Developmental Growth
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 GTN coordinates a mobile chicken tractor that visits 
schools on a weekly basis in spring and fall to give students 
the opportunity to observe live laying hens, providing project 
based learning around an important NC industry.
 An annual field trip for five economically challenged 
schools in NW Charlotte Mecklenburg and East Gaston 
Counties provides hands-on learning opportunities in STEM 
(science, technology, engineering and math) at the Duke 
Energy EnergyExplorium.
 UNC Charlotte Center for STEM Education is working 
on a Curriculum Connection Matrix to provide a centralized 
site where teachers, informal educators and parents can ac-
cess school garden, tasting and outdoor learning lesson plans 
connected to North Carolina Essential Standards.
  In Fall 2015 Green Teacher Network will support 10 
area schools as they develop and implement an intentional 
school gardening strategy – GTN School Garden Certifica-
tion. Based on best practices from around the US and feed-
back from over 500 area teachers/informal educators, GTN 
Certification transitions school gardening to an intentional 
project-based learning initiative with a goal of engaging 10 
to 15% of the teachers at each participating school.

 Mack notes that oftentimes people think of school gar-
dens as just growing fruits and vegetables or science. GTN 
takes it beyond the basic aspect of science and incorporates 
math, engineering, culinary, business, entrepreneurship, art 
and technology. 
 “It really is endless in terms of the subjects we can 
integrate the garden into. We want to reinvent the school 
garden from a patch of dirt into a learning tool so instead 
of just learning about photosynthesis, students learn how to 
price, market, sell and cook. In taking this approach, students 
learn where their food comes from, sustainability practices, 
culinary skills, and healthy habits,” says Mack.
 GTN uses and seeks volunteers to help in many ways 
such as working with schools to build and maintain gardens, 
to help teachers will classes outside, to grow plants to donate 
to schools as well as funding, event planning and photography.
 Cook says the Green Teacher Network benefits both 
students and teachers.
 “The kids love being outside and are also gaining a lot 
more knowledge as to how things grow and we have also 
seen improvements in student behavior. Additionally, the 
students are more likely to eat what they grow so we are see-
ing some improvements in their dietary habits. Our teachers 
are really gaining confidence in their gardening abilities and 
being able to take students outside. They are really eager to 
learn and are coming up with some very creative projects for 
their gardens.”

To learn more visit GTNCharlotte.org.

“The kids love being outside and are also  

gaining a lot more knowledge as to how  

things grow and we have also seen  

improvements in student behavior.”
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Fueled by unconditional love, 
parenting with presence embraces 
all potential connections between 

parents and their children.

Establishing Values
Shelly Lefkoe, co-author of Chicken Soup 
for the Soul: Guide to Effective Parent-
ing, believes that children learn what we 
model as important values. She tells her 
daughters they should treat her with dig-
nity and respect both because she’s their 
mother and, “That’s how you treat people 
and that’s how I treat them.” Honesty is 
also a high priority in their household.
 Minneapolis college student Casey 
Martin often joins his father, Kirk, in 
presenting Calm Parenting workshops 
for parents, teachers and students 
around the country. In growing up, he’s 
seen firsthand, “If you have a connec-
tion with your kids, you can have a lot 

more influence on them.” 
 Noting that sometimes children 
feel like their parents love them, but 
don’t necessarily like them, Martin em-
phasizes finding ways to identify with 
their interests. “I love cars, and my dad 
used to invite me on test drives when I 
was a kid. Both of my parents took time 
to connect with me, which had a huge 
impact on our relationship.”
       Christine Carter, Ph.D., a sociolo-
gist with the University of California 
Greater Good Science Center, recog-
nizes the importance of talking explic-
itly about values. When we see kids 
doing something we value, ask them 
how it made them feel, she advises. 
“Teens don’t necessarily know that their 
parents value character over grades,” 
Carter says, “particularly if parents tend 
to monitor grades more than aspects of 
a child’s character. What do you talk 

about more—their achievements or 
their character? If it’s the former, con-
sider that you unintentionally might be 
sending the wrong message.” 

Hummingbird Parenting 
Overprotection of children by what’s 
termed helicopter parenting, can cause 
a disabling sense of entitlement where 
kids begin to believe, possibly uncon-
sciously, that they are entitled to a diffi-
culty-free life, Carter observes. “There’s 
an epidemic of cheating because stu-
dents don’t want to try hard, and they 
expect to be rescued,” she says.
 “Although it’s terrifying to let our 
kids fail, when we don’t let them expe-
rience difficulty, they see mistakes as 
being so awful they must be avoided at 
any cost. To gain mastery in any arena, 
we must challenge ourselves, even if 
that means making mistakes.”
 “We lose sight that we’re not rais-
ing children, we’re raising adults,” says 
Malibu, California, marriage, family 
and child therapist Susan Stiffelman, 
author of Parenting with Presence: 
Practices for Raising Conscious, Confi-
dent, Caring Kids. “Empower them to 
cope with ups and downs. Help them 
know and trust themselves by not leg-
islating their opinions and by allowing 
them to experiment.” 
 Children often struggle with transi-
tions, especially when things don’t 
go as planned. Martin recommends, 
“When kids throw tantrums or argue to 
get out of a challenging situation that’s 
causing them anxiety, help them work 
through it. Tell them that you know 
they’re feeling anxious, that you’ve felt 
that way before, too, and then help by 
giving them something specific to do or 
focus on.”
 Independent outdoor play has 
been proven to help kids learn to exert 
self-control. America’s children aren’t 
allowed to roam freely outside to 
experience nature as previous genera-
tions did. In Last Child in the Woods, 
author Richard Louv cautions against 
being limited by modern factors such 
as restrictive subdivision covenants and 
media-induced fear. “There are risks 
outdoors, but there are huge psycho-
logical, physical and spiritual risks in 
raising future generations under protec-
tive house arrest,” he says.
 Louv prefers what’s called a hum-

ENLIGHTENED  
PARENTING
Tips for Raising Confident  

and Loving Kids
by Meredith Montgomery
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mingbird approach: 
“Hummingbird parents 
don’t hover over their 
kids with nature flash 
cards; they stand back 
and make space for 
exploration and problem 
solving through indepen-
dent play, while remain-
ing nearby, ready to 
zoom in at a moment’s 
notice if safety becomes 
an issue.”
 Armin Brott, host of 
San Francisco’s Posi-
tive Parenting radio program, reminds 
parents to increase opportunities for 
independence as youngsters grow. 
“Test a child’s ability to handle more 
freedom by providing the opportunity 
to prove that they can. If they succeed, 
it’s a confidence builder. If not, it allows 
them to see for themselves that they’re 
not ready yet.”
 
Disciplined Communication
The first eight years of a child’s life are 
the most formative, effecting personal 
beliefs that will shape the adult that 
they’ll become, including impediments 
to fruitful self-expression. A healthy 
conversational relationship can foster 
connection and security while respect-
fully teaching children right from wrong.
 Lefkoe suggests managing parental 
expectations while considering what 
serves the child best in the moment. 
When a child tries to tell Mom some-
thing when she’s distracted, the child 
may conclude that what they say is 
unimportant. Instead, the mother can 
acknowledge the importance of what 
the child has to say and how she looks 
forward to listening once she’s freed up 
before eventually giving the child her 
full attention.
 Parents can serve as a safe haven 
for kids. Stiffelman says, “Allow them to 
speak the truth without being corrected 
or shamed. If they tell you they’d like 
to do something you don’t approve of, 
resist the urge to react with immedi-
ate advice and talk to them about their 
decision-making process. Be present 
enough for them to let them hear them-
selves think out loud.”
       “Children need affection, attention, 
acknowledgment and unconditional 

love, not discipline. 
When you punish kids, 
they feel absolved: ‘I 
did something bad, I got 
punished, now we’re 
even,’” says Lefkoe. 
When they get caught 
doing something they 
shouldn’t be doing, 
she recommends (with 
children as young as 
5) asking them, “What 
are the consequences 
of your actions? Do you 
want to live with them? 

Your goal with this conversation should 
be that your child walks away feeling 
like they made a mistake, but it was a 
great learning opportunity.”
 As kids mature and are faced with 
potentially dangerous scenarios, “You 
don’t want them worrying about what 
their friends will think; you want them 
thinking about the consequences,” 
says Lefkoe.

Navigating the Teen Years
The intense journey of adolescence is 
about discovering oneself and how to 
reach full potential. Carter says, “I had to 
constantly remind myself that this is their 
journey, not mine, and that it’s going to 
sometimes be dark and difficult.”
 “The more power you give kids, the 
less they feel the need to test the uni-
verse,” says Lefkoe, who reminds parents 
that while it’s relatively easy to control 
young children, rebellious teenagers are 
harder to handle when they feel they 
have something to prove to an overbear-
ing parent. Offering calculated risk-taking 
opportunities that don’t involve drugs and 
alcohol is beneficial in the teen years. 
“You want them to know how to handle 
freedom and be responsible once they 
are on their own,” she says.
 “When I got my driver’s license, I 
always came home before curfew,” says 
Martin. “I learned that if I could control 
myself, my parents didn’t feel the need 
to control me, which gave me a ton of 
power in my life.”
 Brott observes that as the par-
enting role changes, “We can offer 
to help, but it’s equally important to 
learn to let go and admire the young 
adults they’re becoming.” 

If you can’t explain 
something to a 
5-year-old, you  
don’t really  
understand it;  
they make you  
think about  
what you know.

~Armin Brott
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 Teens desperately want to not feel 
like a kid, adds Stiffelman. “They may 
tell you to back off, but stay present and 
engaged—like wallpaper. The more you 
ask their opinion or invite them to teach 
you something, the more they’ll feel 
your support.” 
 With sex education, the authors of 
The New Puberty, Pediatric Endocrinol-
ogist Dr. Louise Greenspan and Adoles-
cent Psychologist Julianna Deardorff, 
Ph.D., emphasize the importance of 
being approachable from a young age, 
so kids naturally turn to their parents 
when sensitive questions arise.
 “It shouldn’t be about having ‘the 
talk’; it’s about maintaining an ongoing 
conversation,” says Greenspan. “Body 
odor is a good starting point in talk-
ing about body issues because it’s not 
intimidating and can be comfortably 
addressed by either parent.” Avoid rush-
ing into subjects they’re not ready for 
by focusing on answering the questions 
that are posed, while offering a glimpse 
into the near future. 
 Deardorff says, “Pubertal changes 
happen over time, so be patient. Parents 
have a lot of anxiety and anticipation 

about puberty. When you start to see 
the first signs, you don’t have to com-
municate everything all at once.” 
 Consider throwing a puberty 
party or a health workshop for a son 
or daughter and their friends. Invite 
a parent that is comfortable with the 
subject matter—a nurse, physician 
or teacher—to get the conversation 
started. “Fight the urge to emotion-
ally or physically withdraw,” counsels 
Deardorff. “Sharing activities is a 
form of communication, too.”

Kids as Teachers
“By paying attention, we can learn a 
lot of skills from our kids,” says Brott. 
Generally, youngsters have a greater 

tolerance for other people’s mistakes and 
opinions than adults, and tend to be more 
laid back. They regularly teach spiritual les-
sons about giving and receiving love and 
happiness in ways we never imagined.
 Through all the inevitable chal-
lenges, Stiffelman notes, “When parenting 
with presence, we orient ourselves with 
whatever good, bad or difficult moment is 
unfolding and bring more of our self—our 
heart, consciousness, understanding and 
compassion—to hold steady as the seas 
get rocky. Children offer us opportunities 
to confront the dark and dusty corners of 
our minds and hearts, creating conditions 
to call forth the kind of learning that can 
liberate us from old paradigms.”
 It all allows us to lead more expan-
sive and fulfilling lives as we open our-
selves to more of the love, learning and 
joy that the adventure of parenting can 
bring. When we embrace the healing 
and transformation that is being offered 
through parenting with presence, the 
rewards can be limitless.

Meredith Montgomery publishes Natural 
Awakenings of Mobile/Baldwin, AL 
(HealthyLivingHealthyPlanet.com).

My dad always 
told me it was my 
school, my choice, 
my grades, my life. 
It made me want to 
take responsibility.

~Casey Martin
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Happier kids are more likely to 
become successful, accomplished 

adults. Looking at the science can show 
what works in raising naturally healthy, 
happy kids.

Put on Your Own Oxygen Mask First. 
How happy parents are dramatically 
affects how happy and successful their 
kids are.

Build a Village. The breadth and depth 
of our positive relationships with other 
people is the strongest predictor of  
human happiness.

Expect Effort and Enjoyment, Not 
Perfection. Parents that overempha-
size achievement are more likely to 
have kids with higher levels of depres-
sion, anxiety and substance abuse 
compared to others. Praise effort, not 
natural ability.

Choose Gratitude, Forgiveness and  
Optimism. Optimism is so closely 
related to happiness that the two are 
practically interchangeable. Teach pre-
teens to look on the bright side.

Raise their Emotional Intelligence. It’s 
a skill, not an inborn trait. Parents can 
help by empathizing with children 
facing difficult emotions and help-
ing them identify and label what they 
are feeling. Let them know that all 

feelings are okay, even though bad 
behavior isn’t.

Form Happiness Habits. Turn these 
happiness skills, plus the positive skills 
parents already have, into habits.

Teach Self-Discipline. Self-discipline in 
kids is more predictive of future suc-
cess than intelligence or most anything 
else good. Start teaching it by helping 
kids learn ways to distract themselves 
from temptation.

Enjoy the Present Moment. We can 
be super-busy and deeply happy at the 
same time by deeply experiencing the 
present moment.

Rig their Environment for Happiness. 
Monitor a child’s surroundings so that 
the family’s deliberate happiness efforts 
have maximum effect.

Eat Dinner Together. This simple tradi-
tion helps mold better kids and makes 
them happier, too.

Christine Carter, Ph.D., is the author of 
Raising Happiness: 10 Simple Steps for 
More Joyful Kids and Happier Parents and 
The Sweet Spot: How to Find Your Groove 
at Home and Work. She is a senior fellow 
at the University of California, Berkeley’s 
Greater Good Science Center. Learn more 
at ChristineCarter.com.

10 STEPS TO  
FAMILY HAPPINESS

by Christine Carter

Teach clients how to 
defy age and illness 

through medical yoga. 
Advertise in 

Natural Awakenings’  
September  
Yoga Issue 

To advertise or  

participate in our  

next issue, call 

704-499-3327
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Front-page headlines 
about questionable 
research, corporate 

manipulations, purchased 
politicians, medical cover- 
ups and whistleblower re-
ports have left Americans 
feeling hoodwinked and 
skeptical. According to a 
new Pew Research Center 
study, the public doesn’t trust the in-
formation they’re fed on issues such as 
genetically engineered crops and now, 
mandatory vaccines.
 The current state of distrust of 
scientific statistics and their impact on 
our lives doesn’t bode well for lawmak-
ers attempting to build consensus for 
uniform mandatory vaccination inter-
vention. The current rush to pass such 
legislation is largely due to 169 cases 
of measles reported between January 4 
and April 17, encompassing 20 states 
and the District of Columbia, all traced 
to a traveler infected overseas that then 
visited a California amusement park. 
 Common sense and independent 
research counters the stance that would 
rob individuals of their moral right to 
conscientious, philosophical and person-
al-belief exemption from being subjected 
to vaccines. Hard evidence in a plethora 
of published studies further identifies ge-
netic factors that could cause the devel-
opment of adverse effects to vaccines. 

The Vaccine Push
Mandatory Laws vs. Personal Choice

by Linda Sechrist

healingways

       Yet, “There is no avail-
able evidence on vaccines’ 
effectiveness that is pla-
cebo-controlled, plus the 
health effects of vaccines 
in combination have never 
been studied, certainly not 
the 69 total doses of 16 
types of vaccines given to 
children starting 12 hours 

after birth through age 18,” says Sayer Ji, 
a member of the National Health Federa-
tion board of governors and founder of 
GreenMedInfo.com.
 “Vaccine risks for anyone can range 
from zero to 100 percent, depending 
upon one’s genes, microbiome DNA, 
environment, age and health at the time 
of vaccination and the type and number 
of vaccines given,” advises Barbara Loe 
Fisher, president and co-founder of the 
nonprofit National Vaccine Information 
Center, headquartered in Vienna, Virginia.
 “Vaccines are not safe or effec-
tive for everyone because we’re not all 
the same and we don’t all respond the 
same way to pharmaceutical products,” 
says Fisher. She notes that responses 
to infectious diseases and the risk for 
complications can also vary, depending 
upon similar factors. 
 Among the most prominent warn-
ings on vaccine ingredients, concerned 
doctors, researchers and medical 
whistleblowers cite dangers of the toxin 

Mandatory vaccines 
pose the latest  

affront to  
citizens’ right 
to informed 

self-government.
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thimerosal, a mercury-con-
taining preservative used in 
some vaccines and vaccine 
adjuvants such as alumi-
num gels or aluminum salts 
added to elicit a stronger 
immune response against 
the germ the vaccine intro-
duces into our body.
 Leading books citing 
telling research include 
Thimerosal: Let the Science Speak, by 
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and Dr. Mark 
Hyman; Vaccines: What CDC Docu-
ments and Science Reveal, by Dr. Sherri 
Tenpenny; Vaccine Epidemic, by Louise 
Kuo Habakus; and Science for Sale, by 
David L. Lewis, Ph.D. Top film docu-
mentaries include Shots in the Dark; 
Vaccination: The Hidden Truth; Trace 
Amounts; The Greater Good; and  
Vaccine Nation.
 Bought: The Hidden Story Behind 
Vaccines, Big Pharma and Your Food 
resulted from two years of investigative 
research in disaster medical manage-
ment by Toni Bark, now an integrative 
physician. In interviews with practic-
ing doctors, research scientists, for-

mer pharmaceutical 
sales representatives, 
attorneys and others, 
Bark exposes serious 
conflicts of interest. 
These include vaccine 
research funding, hiring 
between pharmaceutical 
and chemical industries 
and their government 
regulating agencies, 

sponsored scientific propaganda used 
to silence critics, and large-scale cor-
ruption within the billion-dollar vaccine 
industry. Plus, it points out problems 
with the National Childhood Vaccine 
Injury Act of 1986 that Congress passed 
to give drug manufacturers, the govern-
ment and physicians protection from 
lawsuits arising from injuries caused by 
childhood vaccines. 
 “Since 1988, thousands of chil-
dren and adults in America that have 
suffered brain inflammation and other 
long-recognized vaccine reactions have 
been collectively awarded $3 billion in 
vaccine injury compensation. There are 
thousands more that have been unable 
to secure federal compensation for their 

Vaccines are not  
responsible for  
the eradication  

of diseases such as 
polio and smallpox.

~U.S. Centers for Disease  
Control database

What to Ask Before Vaccinating

Vaccines are pharmaceutical products that carry risks. The National Vaccine 
Information Center encourages parents to become fully informed about 

the potential risks and disease complications for their own children and pose 
these questions to one or more trusted healthcare professionals before making 
a decision.

n Am I, or my child, sick right now?

n Have I, or my child, had a bad reaction to a vaccination before?

n Do I, or my child, have a personal or family history of vaccine reactions, 
neurological disorders, severe allergies or immune system problems?

n Do I know the disease and vaccine risks for my child or myself?

n Do I have full information about the vaccine’s side effects?

n Do I know how to identify and report a vaccine reaction?

n Will I have a written record, including the vaccine manufacturer’s name and 
lot number, for all vaccinations?

n Am I convinced that I have the right to make an informed choice?

Visit nvic.org for information on recognizing vaccine-reaction symptoms.

vaccine injuries,” reports Fisher.
 “At least 25,000 to 30,000 reports 
of vaccine reactions are filed annu-
ally with the Vaccine Adverse Events 
Reporting System, operated by the U.S. 
Centers for Disease Control,” says Ten-
penny. “Underreporting is a substantial 
problem. It’s estimated that less than 1 
percent of all adverse events from drugs 
and vaccines are reported.” Vaccine 
ResearchLibrary.com cites 7,200 jour-
nal articles and studies that expose the 
harm caused by vaccines.
 “Knowledge is empowering and 
personal discernment is priceless. 
The facts challenge the health claims 
by government health agencies and 
pharmaceutical firms that vaccines are 
perfectly safe,” says Ji. “Public doubt, 
distrust and skepticism are rational and 
natural consequences.”

For more information, visit the National 
Vaccine Information Center at nvic.org 
and the coalition of citizen advocates at 
NationalHealthFreedom.org.

Connect with writer Linda Sechrist at 
ItsAllAboutWe.com.
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In less than a generation, childhood 
obesity has risen substantially, most 
notably in the United States, accord-

ing to the article “Child and Adolescent 
Obesity: Part of a Bigger Picture,” in a 
recent issue of The Lancet. The authors 
attest that modern culture’s promotion 
of junk food encourages weight gain 
and can exacerbate risk factors for 
chronic disease in our kids. 
 When concerned parents have a 
picky child bent on eating only French 
fries, they could enroll them in healthy 
cooking classes that offer tastings and 
related hands-on experiences for youths 
from preschoolers through teens. Here, 
children are encouraged to try more 
foods, eat healthier and learn about 
meal preparation, plus sharpen some 
math, geography and social skills.
 Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 
Leah Smith, the mother of two elementa-
ry school children, founded Kids Kitchen 
and Chefs Club, in Austin, Texas, in 
2011. She offers classes for chefs (ages 
3 to 6), junior chefs (5 to 11) and senior 
chefs (11 to 14). Kids learn how to make 
dishes such as yogurt parfait popsicles 
with healthy grains clusters or roasted 

tomato soup with homemade croutons. 
“I’m a firm believer that teaching kids 
about which foods are good for us, 
and why, will positively influence their 
lifelong eating habits,” says Smith. “Start 
right, stay right.”
 Elena Marre, also the mother of 
two elementary school children, faced 
the challenge of a picky eater in her 
family. In 2007, she started The Kids’ 
Table, in Chicago, and solved her own 
problem along the way. Says Marre, “It’s 
amazing how often I hear a child com-
plain about not liking red peppers, dark 
leafy greens or onions at the beginning 
of a class. It’s so rewarding when that 
same child is devouring a dish made 
with those three ingredients at the end.” 
 Healthy kids cooking classes 
provide a fresh way to combat poverty, 
according to the Children’s Aid Society, 
in New York City. The group started 
Go!Chefs in 2006 at community schools 
and centers throughout the city and 
knows how to make it fun with Iron  
Chef-style competitions.
 “When offered a choice between an 
apple and a candy on two consecutive 
occasions and with most having chosen 

the candy the first time, 57 percent of 
students in the Go!Kids health and fitness 
program chose the apple the second time, 
compared to 33 percent in the control 
group,” says Stefania Patinella, director of 
the society’s food and nutrition programs. 
 In Minnesota’s Twin Cities region, 
“We do a lot of outreach with Head Start, 
community schools and organizations 
like scout troops,” says Chef Ani Loizzo, 
Whole Foods Market’s culinary instructor 
at the Whole Kids Club Kitchen Camp, 
in Lake Calhoun. “We have many kids 
that know about organic and biodynamic 
farming and we talk about that in class. 
We might focus on a healthy ingredi-
ent like tomatoes in a one-hour class or 
explore the culture of Greece or Mexico 
through food in a longer session.” 
 Loizzo loves the natural curios-
ity that kids bring to cooking classes. 
“Sparking an interest in exploring 
ingredients and flavors can also lead 
to learning how to grow a garden and 
interest in the environment,” she says. 
 For children in areas where such 
cooking classes aren’t yet offered, there 
are still fun ways to involve them in 
healthy meal preparation. Maggie  
LaBarbera of San Mateo, California, 
started her Web-based company  
NourishInteractive.com in 2005 after 
witnessing the harmful effects of teenage 
obesity when she was an intensive care 
nurse. It offers educational articles for 
parents and free downloadable activities 
that engage children with healthy foods.
 “Every positive change, no matter 
how small, is a step to creating a 
healthier child,” says LaBarbera. “To-
gether, we can give children the knowl-
edge, facts and skills to develop healthy 
habits for a lifetime.”

Judith Fertig blogs at AlfrescoFood 
AndLifestyle.blogspot.com from  
Overland Park, KS.

KID COOKERY
They Love Healthy Food They Make Themselves

by Judith Fertig

Kids like simple,  
elemental  tastes and  
embrace the magic of  
the three-ingredient  
approach to cooking. 

~Rozanne Gold, Eat Fresh  
Food: Awesome Recipes  
for Teen Chefs
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Starter Recipes for Kids
Here’s a sampling of healthy snack 

food recipes that kids love to 
make—and eat—in class and at home.

Yogurt Parfait Ice Pops 
with Healthy Grains  
Clusters
Yields: 4 servings

4 ice pop molds
1 cup granola (use non-GMO,  
   gluten-free Kind bars) in small pieces
1 cup organic fresh fruit such as  
   raspberries, kiwi, mango and  
   strawberries cut into small pieces
2 (6-oz) cartons organic dairy  
   or non-dairy yogurt

Layer ingredients in each ice pop mold 
like a parfait. Put a sprinkle of granola 
in first, and then layer yogurt and fresh 
cut fruit. Add another spoonful of gra-
nola to top it all off and freeze the pops 
for at least 4 to 6 hours.

Adapted from a recipe by Leah Smith 
for Kids Kitchen and Chefs Club, in 
Austin, Texas 

Raw Banana Ice Cream
Yields: about 1 quart

20 pitted dates, roughly chopped
2 Tbsp raw honey
2 Tbsp extra-virgin coconut oil
1 tsp vanilla extract
1/8 tsp ground cinnamon
4 cups sliced very ripe  
   organic bananas
½ cup raw peanuts, coarsely  
   chopped, optional
2 Tbsp cacao nibs

Put dates into a 
medium bowl, 
cover with luke-
warm purified 
water and set 
aside to soak for 
10 minutes. Drain 
dates and reserve 
soaking liquid. In 
a food processor, 
purée dates with 
3 to 4 tablespoons 
of the soaking liquid, honey, oil, vanilla 
and cinnamon until smooth. (Discard 
the remaining liquid.) Add bananas and 
purée again until almost smooth.  
 Transfer to a stainless steel bowl and 
stir in peanuts and cacao nibs. Cover and 
freeze, stirring occasionally, until almost 
solid—4 to 6 hours. Let ice cream soften 
a bit at room temperature before serving.

Adapted from a recipe from Whole 
Foods Market, Lake Calhoun, Minnesota

Nut Butter Granola Bars
Yields: 8 bars

2¼ cups rolled oats
¼ cup shredded coconut (without  
   added sugar)
½ cup applesauce
1/3 cup nut butter (almond or peanut)
¼ tsp baking soda
½ cup raw honey or maple syrup
1 Tbsp milk or almond milk
3 Tbsp chocolate chips

Preheat the oven to 350° F. Mix all 
dry ingredients in one bowl. Mix wet 
ingredients into a separate bowl; it may 
help to heat the nut butter a little first. 
Combine the wet and dry contents. 

Line a 9-by-13-inch pan with parch-
ment paper. Bake for about 25 minutes. 
Let them cool completely before cut-
ting. Store in a plastic container sepa-
rated by parchment paper. They should 
keep for about two weeks and may  
be refrigerated.

Adapted from a recipe by Kensey  
Goebel for Kids Kitchen and Chefs 
Club, in Austin, Texas

Cheesy Lasagna Rolls
Yields: 4 to 6 servings

Sea salt 
½ lb (8 to 10) uncooked  
   lasagna noodles 
Organic olive or coconut oil 
1 cup ricotta cheese 
1½ cups prepared marinara sauce 
1½ cups packed baby spinach 
½ cup shredded mozzarella 

Preheat oven to 400° F. Bring a large 
pot of salted water to a boil, add noo-
dles and cook until al dente, 8 to 10 
minutes. Drain well and gently transfer 
to a clean surface. 

Oil the inside of a small roasting pan or 
casserole dish and set it aside. Working 
with one noodle at a time, spread with 
about 2 tablespoons each of the ricotta 
and marinara, then top with spinach. 
Starting at one end, roll up the noodle 
snugly, and then arrange it in the pan 
either seam-side down or with the rolls 
close enough to hold each other closed. 
Pour the remaining marinara over as-
sembled rolls, sprinkle with mozzarella 
and bake until golden and bubbly, 20 
to 25 minutes.

Adapted from a recipe from Whole 
Foods Market
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Few things in life are more permanent 
than a tattoo. Yet those most likely to 
change their life course—in careers, 

relationships or fashion styles—are also 
most inclined to get inked. Nearly 40 per-
cent of Americans between the ages of 18 
and 25 have at least one tattoo, according 
to a Pew Research Center poll.
 “If you change your hairstyle or look 
often, you probably aren’t a good candi-
date for a tattoo, because of the limited 
flexibility to change that decision,” says 
Dr. Gregory Hall, a primary care physi-
cian in Cleveland, Ohio. Hall created the 
website ShouldITattoo.com to help in-
form others after seeing so many patients 
that regretted the tattoos of their youth. 
Hall has also authored Teens, Tattoos, & 
Piercings to try to reach school-aged kids 
before they even consider body art. 

Career Concerns
The Millennial generation, which is 
getting inked in record numbers, is 
also the leading demographic for ink 
removal. More than half the tattoos 
removed by medical professionals 
in 2013 were for people between 19 
and 34 years old. Removal often costs 
many times more than being tattooed, 
sometimes requiring a dozen or more 
sessions over several months. 
 Beyond the likelihood of chang-
ing one’s mind about a tattoo, Hall cites 

healthykids

How to Make Body Art  
Safe and Reversible

by April Thompson

Think  
Before  
You Ink

employment, discrimination and health 
concerns in urging teens to decline get-
ting inked or pierced. Employers have 
the legal right to reject a job candidate 
because of a tattoo—a challenging fact of 
life for young people to reconcile when 
they’re still undecided on a career path. 
Different branches of the military have 
their own restrictions on body art, which 
can include the tattoo’s size, placement 
and subject, while some companies ban 
tattoos and piercings altogether. 
 The commitment of a tattoo never 
interested Lauren Waaland-Kreutzer, 25, 
of Richmond, Virginia. “I don’t know how 
I’m going to age and who I’ll be in five 
years,” she says. Two days after turning 
18, however, she got her nose pierced, a 
decision she hasn’t regretted, even though 
it’s affected her employment. “While I was 
working my way through college, I gave 
up slightly better paying jobs in order to 
keep my piercing,” she says. 
 Her current employer, a local 
nonprofit in Fredericksburg, Virginia, 
is piercing-friendly, but she has friends 
that have to cover their tattoos and 
piercings at work; a former classmate-
turned-lawyer even had to remove a 
small star tattoo from her wrist.
 While piercings are more revers-
ible than tattoos, they are also more 
prone to certain health risks. Tongue 
and cheek piercings can accelerate 
tooth decay, according to Hall, and the 
risk of infection can be high, espe-
cially if it impacts cartilage. “Some skin 
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rejects piercings, and you can end up 
with permanent scars,” he adds.

Healthier Alternatives
The good news is there are more natural, 
less permanent alternatives for young 
adults to adorn and express themselves, 
including custom-made temporary tattoos, 
plus magnetic and clip-on jewelry that are 
indistinguishable from a permanent pierc-
ing. Temporary tattoos work to try out the 
look before possibly committing.
 Henna tattoos, an import from India, 
are another popular alternative, although 
Hall has seen many patients develop al-
lergic reactions to this plant-based ink, so 
it’s always best to test on a small spot first. 
 Permanent organic inks fade more 
over time, a downside for someone that 
keeps a tattoo for life, but “come off beau-
tifully” in a removal process compared 
to the standard heavy metal inks, reports 
Hall. Also, “We just don’t know yet what 
impact the heavy metals may have on 
people’s immune systems down the road,” 
he says. “Organic inks are much safer.”

Helpful Facts
State laws vary regarding age criteria, 
some allowing tattoos at any age with 
parental consent. Hall’s tattoo website 
has a downloadable contract to en-
courage kids to talk with their parents 
before making a decision, regardless of 
the need for consent. 
 Name tattoos, even those of loved 
ones, are among the tattoos most likely 
to be removed later in life. Hall saw this 
with a young man that had the names 
of the grandparents that raised him tat-
tooed on his hands. He said, “I still love 
them, but I’m tired of looking at them 
and I have got to get them off me.”
 A Harris Interactive poll revealed 
that a third of company managers would 
think twice about promoting someone 
with tattoos or piercings—a more critical 
factor than how tidy their workspace is 
kept or the appropriateness of their attire.

Connect with freelance writer April 
Thompson, of Washington, D.C., at 
AprilWrites.com.

The spike in popularity of tattooing 
that began a couple of decades 

ago in America and Europe continues 
to spread worldwide. Those consider-
ing getting one will do well to care-
fully review the options and the health 
dangers related to traditional tattoos.
 Tattoo inks contain heavy metals, 
and red inks often contain mercury. 
The U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA) has not approved any 
tattoo pigments for injection into the 
skin. Tattoo parlors are regulated by 
states and municipalities, but the 
FDA doesn’t require manufacturers 
to release ink ingredients. The lack of 
regulation is unsettling, as some 45 
million Americans have been inked.
 Many tattoo ink pigments are 
industrial-grade colors suitable for 
printer ink or automobile paint, and 
the FDA warns that it may possibly 
cause infections, allergic reactions, ke-
loids (fibrous scar tissue), granulomas 
(response to inflammation, infection 
or a foreign substance) and potential 

complications connected with mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI). The 
carrier solution used in tattoo inks also 
contains harmful substances such as 
denatured alcohol, methanol, anti-
freeze, detergents, formaldehyde and 
other toxic aldehydes.
 A study in the journal Medicine 
by the University of Texas Southwest-
ern Medical School, in Dallas, links 
commercial tattoos to the spread 
of hepatitis C. Dr. Robert Haley, a 
preventative medicine specialist 
and former U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control infection control official, 
comments, “We found that commer-
cially acquired tattoos accounted for 
more than twice as many hepatitis C 
infections as injection-drug use. This 
means it may have been the largest 
single contributor to the nationwide 
epidemic of this form of hepatitis.”
 
Anya Vien is the owner of Living 
Traditionally.com, focusing on naturally 
healthy and sustainable living.

The Toxic Truth About Tattoos
by Anya Vien
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Bostonian avid open-water swim-
mer Kate Radville is delighted 
that water constitutes 70 percent 

of the Earth’s surface. “The controlled 
environment of a swimming pool is 
convenient,” she says, “but splashing 
around outside in the beautiful summer 
sunshine is undeniably liberating.” 
 Enthusiasts are both attracted by 
the rugged beauty of wild water and 
humbled by its power, but without 

proper skill or knowledge, swimming 
in natural settings can be risky. “Mil-
lions of dollars are annually spent 
on advertising, tourism and beach 
restoration projects to bring people to 
water,” says Dave Benjamin, executive 
director of the Great Lakes Surf Rescue 
Project, “yet, the American Red Cross 
finds that 54 percent of Americans 
lack basic water emergency lifesaving 
skills.” Maximize enjoyment and safety 

in the open water by heeding basic 
guidelines.
 Be Weather Wise. Check the 
forecast before heading out and be 
conscious of any sudden climate 
changes. Leave the water or the area in 
the event of thunder or lightning. Tall 
buildings or mountains may block the 
view of the sky, and storms can pop 
up quickly, so Benjamin recommends 
using a battery-powered portable radio 
or smartphone app for weather up-
dates. Wind and atmospheric pressure 
shifts can stir up waves for hours, so 
hesitate before returning to the water 
after a storm.
 Glean Information. “I can’t think 
of a time I’ve jumped into water I 
knew nothing about,” says Radville. 
“Some research prior to swimming is 
definitely advisable.”
 Renowned coach Steven  
Munatones, founder of the World Open 
Water Swimming Association, suggests 
walking along the beach to look for 
caution signs, surf conditions boards, 
flags, buoys, rope lines and available 
rescue equipment, plus emergency 

Swimming in Nature
Splashing Safely in Lakes and Oceans

by Lane Vail

Nature is unpredictable, 
and there are inherent risks 
associated with swimming 
in open water, so I always 
swim with a buddy for  
companionship and  
basic safeguarding.

~Kate Radville
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callboxes that pinpoint one’s location if cell phone service is 
weak. Even seemingly pristine waters can be contaminated 
by harmful bacteria, algal blooms or runoff pollutants after 
rain. “Chat with local beach-goers, swimmers, boaters or 
fishermen about current swimming conditions in designated 
areas,” counsels Munatones, and check social media sites 
like Facebook and area online swimming forums. 
 Steer Clear. Be mindful of hidden underwater hazards, 
ranging from sharp objects to submerged construction, which 
can create turbulent water and strong undercurrents. Swim in 
lifeguard-protected areas away from windsurfers, jet skiers and 
boaters that may not hear or see swimmers, adds Munatones. 
 Respect Marine Life. Munatones advises giving marine 
life, however beautiful, a wide berth. “I’ve swum around 
the world with all sorts of intriguing sea life,” he says, “and 
these are wild animals, not the friendly ones you see in 
marine parks.” Stop swimming and watch the animal until 
it’s moved on. 
 Be Water Wise. Water temperature, depth and move-
ment, which fluctuate with rain, tides and wind, can also 
make conditions unpredictable, so research a destination 
beforehand. Pockets of cold water within an otherwise tepid 
mountain lake could induce a gasp response or hyperventila-
tion, says Munatones, and prolonged immersion increases 
risk of muscle impairment and hypothermia.
 Likewise, an unexpected drop in the water floor may 
provoke panic. “Physically, someone capable of swimming 
in three feet of water can also swim in 300 feet,” says Mu-
natones. “But mentally, deep water can feel spooky.”
 Rip currents are powerful streams that flow along the 
surface away from the shoreline. They may be easily spot-
ted from the beach, but often go unnoticed by swimmers. “A 
potentially fatal mistake is allowing a ‘fight-or-flight’ response 
to kick in and trying to swim against the current, because rips 
are treadmills that will exhaust your energy,” cautions Benja-
min. Instead, flip, float and follow the safest path out of the 
water, a technique that conserves energy and alleviates stress 
and panic, he says.
 Watch for Waves. Swim facing oncoming waves and dive 
under the powerful white foam, coaches Munatones. “Feel 
the swell wash over you before coming up to the surface.” If 
knocked off balance by a wave, relax, hold your breath and 
wait for the tumbling to cease. Swim toward the light if disori-
ented under the water, and make sure your head is above any 
froth before inhaling.
 “Your lungs are your personal flotation device that keep 
the body buoyant,” says Benjamin. “Lay back and focus on 
your breathing.”
 While Coast Guard-approved flotation devices should 
be worn by children at all times, they are not substitutes for 
supervision, says Rob Rogerson, a lifeguard and ocean rescue 
training officer in Palm Beach County, Florida. “Parents must 
watch swimming and non-swimming children vigilantly.”
 “The power of the open water is immense,” says Muna-
tones. “Be respectful, always.” 

Lane Vail is a freelance writer and blogger at DiscoveringHome-
making.com.
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“Creative energy is contagious,” 
says Kim Harris, co-owner of 
Yucandu, a hands-on craft 

studio in Webster Groves, Missouri. As 
one client crafter commented, “Art is 
cheaper than therapy and a lot more 
fun.” It doubles the pleasure when we 
trust the nature of our supplies.
  Arts and crafts stir the imagination, 
spur creativity and are relaxing. Yet, for 
some, allergies, chemical sensitivities 
and eco-consciousness can make choos-
ing materials a challenge. Manufacturers 
are not required to list heavy metals, 
toxic preservatives or petroleum-based 
ingredients, even when they’re labeled 
“non-toxic”.
 User- and environment-friendly 
alternatives may be difficult to locate, but 
are worth the effort. After working with 
paint, glue, chalk and modeling dough, 
children may lick their fingers and be 
reluctant to wash hands thoroughly. Retir-
ees with newfound time for hobbies may 
also have weakened immune systems at 
risk to chemical exposure. Everyone ben-
efits from minimizing exposure to toxins.

Papers 
For greeting cards, scrapbooking or 
mixed media, paper provides back-
ground, texture, pattern and color. 

Tree-free paper uses agricultural residue 
or fibers from bananas, coffee and 
tobacco, and EcoPaper.com researchers 
anticipate similar future use of pine-
apples, oranges and palm hearts.  
 Labels can be misleading. White 
paper has been bleached. Processed 
chlorine-free (PCF) means no bleach-
ing occurred during this incarnation of 
the paper. Totally chlorine-free (TCF) 
papers are as advertised. Paper is called 
recycled if it’s 100 percent postcon-
sumer-recovered fiber—anything less is 
recycled content. 

Glues
For most projects, purchased glues are 
more convenient, longer lasting and 
easier to use than homemade. White 
glue and white paste, called “library 
paste”, are best with porous items like 
wood, paper, plastic and cloth. It takes 
longer to dry and needs to be held in 
place, but there are no fumes.
 “Jewelry is wearable art, so for 
mine, I primarily use water-based, non-
toxic glues and sealers that simply wash 
off my hands,” advises Nancy Kanter, 
owner and designer of Sparkling Vine 
Design, in Thousand Oaks, California. 
Examples include Elmer’s Washable 
and Mod Podge.

GREEN ARTS
     Tips for Finding Safe Eco-Supplies

by Avery Mack
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 Airplane glue, rubber cement, spray 
adhesive and epoxy all emit toxic fumes. 
Instant glue (cyanoacrylate) likewise 
bonds fast to fingers; toxic, foul-smelling 
acetate (used in nail polish remover) is 
needed to remedy the situation.

Paints 
Water-based tempera paint is easy to 
use; Chroma brand tempera removes 
some of the hazardous ingredients. 
“I use water-based, non-toxic acrylic 
paints and wine to paint recycled wine 
corks for my designs,” says Kanter. “This 
avoids harsh fumes and chemicals.”
 Note that acrylic paint can contain 
ammonia or formaldehyde. Oil paint 
produces fumes and requires turpen-
tine, a petroleum-based product, to 
clean brushes. Aerosol spray paint is 
easily inhaled unless protective equip-
ment is used.

Markers and Crayons
“Give kids great supplies and they’ll 
make great art,” maintains Harris. 
“They’ll also be respectful of how much 
they use.”
 Go for unscented, water-based 
markers, especially for younger chil-

If paint, glue, chalk or  
markers have a strong  
odor or the label says,  
“Use in a well-ventilated 
area,” it’s toxic. 

dren that are as apt to draw on them-
selves as on paper. Soy crayons are 
made from sustainable soybean oil, 
while retaining bright colors. Dustless 
chalk is preferred by some. Colored 
eco-pencils are another option.
 Beware of conventional dry erase 
markers, which contain the neurotoxin 
xylene; permanent markers emit fumes. 
Wax crayons are made with paraffin, a 
petroleum-based product.

Yarn and Other Fibers
For knit or crochet projects, choose re-
cycled silk and cotton or bamboo, soy 
silk from tofu byproducts, or natural, 
sustainable corn silk. Sheep’s wool, 
organic cotton or alpaca fibers, raw 
or hand-dyed with natural colors, are 
environmentally friendly.
 Rayon is recycled wood pulp 
treated with caustic soda, ammonia, 

acetone and sulfuric acid. Nylon, made 
from petroleum products, may have a 
harmful finish.

More Materials
Canvas is typically stretched on birch 
framing, a sustainable wood. Look for 
unbleached, organic cotton canvas 
without primer. Runoff from an organic 
cotton field doesn’t pollute waterways.
  Experiment with homemade model-
ing clay. Many tutorials and photos are 
available online. Commercial modeling 
clay contains wheat flour, which can 
cause a reaction for the gluten-sensitive.
 For papier-mâché projects, recycle 
newsprint and use white glue, thinned 
with water. Premade, packaged versions 
may contain asbestos fibers. Eco-beads 
with safe finishes vary from nuts and 
seeds to glass and stone. For grownups 
that like to create their own beads,  
realize that polymer clays contain  
vinyl/PVC.
 In making artistic expression safe, 
being conscious of the materials used  
is paramount.

Connect with the freelance writer via 
AveryMack@mindspring.com. 
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Joe Dispenza on  
The Power of Thought  

Alone to Heal
by Kathleen Barnes

Most of us are 
familiar with 
the placebo 

effect, when actual heal-
ing occurs after the only 
prescription a patient  
ingests is a sugar pill 
that the individual  
believes is medicine.
 Researcher and Chi-
ropractor Joe Dispenza, 
of Olympia, Washington, 
knows the value of the 
placebo effect from personal experi-
ence. When his spine shattered during 
a 1986 triathlon race as his bicycle 
was hit by an SUV, he had a good 
mental picture of what had happened. 
Consulting doctors proclaimed a bleak 
prognosis and offered a risky surgical 
procedure as his only chance of walk-
ing again. 
 He left the hospital against the 
advice of his physicians and spent the 
next three months mentally—and physi-
cally—reconstructing his spine. His 
story is one of hope for healing for oth-
ers, detailed in his latest book, You Are 
the Placebo: Making Your Mind Matter. 

How did your pivotal healing 
take place?
For two hours twice a day, I went within 
and began creating a picture of my 
intended result: a totally healed spine. 
Nine-and-a-half weeks after the accident, 
I got up and walked back into my life 
fully recovered—without having had a 
body cast or surgeries. I resumed my chi-
ropractic practice 10 weeks out and was 
training and lifting weights again while 
continuing my rehabilitation regimen at 
12 weeks. Now, in the nearly 30 years 
since the accident, I can honestly say that 

I rarely experience any 
back pain. 

How does your  
approach differ from 
mind over matter?
It’s the same. So many 
people have been con-
ditioned into believing 
that mind and body are 
separate things. There is 
never a time when the 
mind isn’t influencing 

the body and vice versa. The combina-
tion is what I call a state of being. 
 
How does the placebo  
effect work?
Think about the idea of giving somebody 
a sugar pill, saline solution or a false 
surgery. A certain percentage of those 
people will accept, believe and surren-
der—without analysis—to the “thought” 
that they are receiving the real substance 
or treatment. As a result, they’ll program 
their autonomic nervous systems to 
manufacture the exact same pharmacy 
of drugs to match the real substance or 
treatment. They can make their own an-
tidepressants and painkilling medicines. 
Healing is not something that takes 
place outside of you. 

Can you cite examples of  
disease in which self-healing has 
been scientifically validated? 
There is amazing power in the human 
mind. Some people’s thoughts heal 
them; some have made them sick and 
sometimes even hastened their death.
 In the first chapter of You Are the 
Placebo, I tell a story about one man 
who died after being told he had can-
cer, even though an autopsy revealed 

he’d been misdiagnosed. A woman 
plagued by depression for decades 
improved dramatically and perma-
nently during an antidepressant drug 
trial, despite the fact that she was in the 
placebo group. A handful of veterans 
that participated in a Baylor University 
study, formerly hobbled by osteoarthri-
tis, were miraculously cured by fake 
knee surgeries. Plus, scientists have 
seen sham coronary bypass surgeries 
that resulted in healing for 83 percent 
of participants (New England Journal 
of Medicine). A study of Parkinson’s 
disease from the University of British 
Columbia measured better motor coor-
dination for half of the patients after a 
placebo injection. They were all healed 
by thought alone. The list goes on. 
 I’ve personally witnessed many 
people heal themselves using the same 
principles of the placebo response, once 
they understood how, from cancers, 
multiple sclerosis, lupus, thyroid condi-
tions and irritable bowel syndrome.

How can an ordinary person 
make that quantum leap and 
find healing?
Many of us are now recognizing that 
rather than live in the past, we can cre-
ate our own future. It requires changing 
some longstanding conditioned beliefs 
and the willingness to step into an un-
familiar, uncomfortable, unpredictable 
state that is consistent with living in the 
unknown. This happens to be the per-
fect place from which to create change. 
 I recommend a meditation that 
creates physiological changes in the 
brain and at the cellular level, from 45 
to 60 minutes a day. Changing Beliefs 
and Perceptions meditations are avail-
able on my website or individuals can 
record themselves reading the texts 
printed in the back of my book.
 As we exchange self-limiting beliefs 
we begin to embody new possibilities. 

Joe Dispenza is chairman of Life  
University Research Council and a 
faculty member for the International 
Quantum University for Integrative 
Medicine, Omega Institute for Holistic 
Studies and Kripalu Center for Yoga 
and Health. Visit DrJoeDispenza.com.

Connect with natural health books author 
Kathleen Barnes at KathleenBarnes.com.
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Brave New World
In less than 10 years, we’ll see a universal translator for com-
municating with dogs and cats, predicts Con Slobodchikoff, 
Ph.D., professor emeritus of biological sciences at North-
ern Arizona University, in Flagstaff. Just like language apps 
change, for example, a French phrase into English, the device 
would translate barks into “Put on Animal Planet,” or meows 
to “Feed me tuna.” Computers will foster better understand-
ing between humans and animals.
 David Roberts, a computer science assistant professor, 
and his team at North Carolina State University, in Raleigh, 
have received a grant from the National Science Founda-
tion to develop a collar to send wireless instructions to dogs 
via vibrations. Multiple sensors return information about the 
dog’s heart rate and more, which is especially helpful for 
service dogs taught not to show stress or distress.
 Even without such technology, we can all enjoy im-
proved relationships with animals, domestic and wild, by 
learning to listen. Veterinarian Linda Bender, an animal 
advocate in Charleston, South Carolina, and author of Animal 
Wisdom, says, “We all have the ability to understand animals. 
It gets trained out of us around age 7. It’s not about doing, 
it’s about being, a connection through the heart.” Medita-
tion quiets the mind from daily concerns, allowing us to stay 
open, listen and be aware. 

Animal Talk
They Have Lots to Say  

If We’d Only Listen
by Sandra Murphy

Everyday Examples
Author Frances Hodgson Burnett captures the essence of 
this childlike sensibility in A Little Princess: “How it is that 
animals understand things I do not know, but it is certain 
that they do understand. Perhaps there is a language which 
is not made of words and everything understands it. Per-
haps there is a soul hidden in everything and it can always 
speak, without even making a sound, to another soul.”
 In Portland, Oregon, intuitive Melissa Mattern relates 
examples supporting Burnett’s premise from her own ex-
periences. “My newest cat, Rocket, beat up my other cats 
and ran amok. Nothing helped until I took a class in animal 
communication.” She asked her other cats what to do.  
 “They were clear that I should have consulted them 
before bringing Rocket into the house,” she says. “I asked 
Rocket if he would like another home and the picture of a 
chef’s hat popped into my mind. When we found the per-
fect home for Rocket, the man was a chef whose only other 
pet is a turtle that lets Rocket sleep with him. Everyone is 
happy with the results.”
 Charli, a 14-year-old pointer, travels the world with 
her family. Her owner, Cynthia Bowman, shares one of 
her favorite stories: “As we planned our move to Spain, 
Charli got ill. I explained, ‘We want you to go too, but if 
you can’t, tell me.’ A picture of a smoked ham popped 
into my head. I didn’t understand, but Charli got well and 
went along,” she says. “In our new Gipuzkoa neighbor-
hood, a deli sells hams, just like I pictured. I can’t explain 

Some people talk to animals. Not many 
listen, though. That’s the problem.

~A. A. Milne, Winnie the Pooh
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Animal Linguists
“Everyone is born with the power to communicate with  
other species, and although it is long lost for many people,  
it can be regained for the benefit of all beings on Earth,”  
says Penelope Smith, author of the Animal Talk and  
When Animals Speak book series. Meet colleagues of  
this “Grandmother of Interspecies Communication” via 
Tinyurl.com/AnimalCommunicatorsDirectory.  

how Charli knew.” It 
becomes a matter of 

trust. “Thoughts or 
mind pictures can 
be easy to dismiss 
or mistrust as 

imagination,” she 
comments.

 “Every species has some-
thing they do best. With  
humans, it’s problem solv-
ing and advanced think-
ing.  
We’ve separated ourselves 
from nature. We need to 
remember we’re all inter-
connected,” Bender says. 

“When we learn to tune into ourselves, be heart-centric 
and radiate compassionate energy, it makes us irresistible to 
other creatures.”

Exotic Tales
Wild animals communicate with David Llewellyn. As a 
writer of outdoor/nature blogs, he’s traveled full time in a 30-
foot RV since 2002. “They don’t understand words, but go by 
what’s in your soul. I’ve picked berries with black bears and 
met a mountain lion and her two cubs along a trail without 
ever being harmed,” he says. “Often, hikers are told, ‘Make 

Kim Hombs, DVM, CVH, CVA

6520 McMahon Drive
Charlotte, NC 28226
Hwy 51 & Carmel Rd 

Atrium 
Animal Hospital   

Integrated Animal Health

www.atriumanimalhospital.com
704-542-2000

yourself look big and scream.’ I say ‘Hello,’ comment on the 
day and thank them for letting me share their space.” Stay-
ing calm is vital.
 Bender agrees. Grabbed by an orangutan at a wild 
animal trafficking rescue project, “She twisted my arm and 
could have easily broken it,” Bender recalls. “Fear is picked 
up as a threat so I tried to radiate calm. It was intense, but 
she gradually let go. With animals, you attract what you 
give. Better communication means better understanding 
leading to improved behavior on everyone’s part.” 
 Communication and understanding among human, do-
mestic and wild animals not only makes life more interest-
ing, it can save lives.

Connect with Sandra Murphy at StLouisFreelanceWriter@
mindspring.com.
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To explain why so many millions of 
people have significant pollen and 
other environmental allergies or 

hypersensitivities, we must go beyond 
the currently used medical paradigm in 
which humans are viewed as an elabo-
rate concoction of chemical processes 
who always need pharmaceutical inter-
vention when things go awry. 
 Basically, all allergies are caused 
by a clash of incompatible frequencies. 
At our core, below the atomic level, 
our physical bodies are made up of an 
intricate symphony of specific vibratory 
frequencies. This is now well known 
and accepted in modern quantum 
physics. Yet this proven concept has not 
been integrated into the current medi-
cal/pharmaceutical model of practice. 
 Conventional medical science 
does not know what organizes and 
directs, or how to repair, that amazing 
biochemical symphony. To try to repair 
it with a synthetic drug is like asking a 
gorilla to edit a symphony. The human 
body energy field is run by the laws of 
quantum physics and is the conductor 
of this complex, multilayered symphon-
ic masterpiece. The cure or correction 
must start there. It’s often not in the best 
long term interest of patients to focus 
exclusively on the final effect of chem-
istry gone wrong.
 So, how does all this relate to 
pollen and most other allergens? When 
a pollen of certain specific frequency 
penetrates the body’s defenses and is 
identified as an invader by the immune 

system, a vibratory storm ensues. And, 
depending on which one of the energy 
meridians (and their sub-channels) is 
disturbed by this invisible assault, the 
symptoms will emerge that are unique 
to that particular meridian. For ex-
ample, if the lung meridian is disturbed, 
then you would have symptoms that 
relate to respiratory distress, skin aller-
gies and more.
 If you have four or five meridians 
out of balance at the same time due to 
a pollen reaction, there would be mul-
tiple disturbances in the body not just 
lung and skin related issues. However, 
some or many of the other symptoms 
may not be obvious. They would fly be-
neath the conscious level of awareness 
and could include changes in hormonal 
secretions, alterations in heart and/or 
pulse rate, digestive issues, skin rashes/
hives, aches and pains anywhere in the 
body. However, one would probably 
just focus on the symptoms of cough-
ing, sneezing, tearing and sinus issues 
like post nasal drip.

 There are many causes for aller-
gies/hypersensitivities including a ge-
netic predisposition, a lowered immune 
system, illness, toxins, chemicals, GMO 
foods and many others. We can be al-
lergic to absolutely anything including 
our own organs, glands and tissues.
 Many disorders may be driven 
by an allergic component including 
digestive, inflammatory, respiratory and 
skin issues, migraines, arthritis, autism, 
ADD/ADHD, obesity and insomnia. 
 To eliminate the symptom picture 
at the deepest level, it is important 
to correct all of the involved merid-
ians triggered by pollens and other 
environmental allergens and make all 
of the adverse environmental frequen-
cies harmonious with and accepted by 
the body’s energy field and immune 
system. This will eliminate the obvious 
symptom picture at the deepest and 
most comprehensive level.
 AllerCease is a proven, bio-ener-
getic allergy technique which is safe, 
non-invasive (no needles) and rapid act-
ing. It is based on quantum physics and 
the known fact that everything on this 
planet ultimately is pure energy and 
vibrational frequencies. It is also known 
that when two incompatible substances 
or atoms come in to contact with one 
another, the result can only cause 
disharmony or an adverse reaction of 
some nature. 
 For humans, the impact can be ei-
ther minor or major; the later is known 
as anaphylactic shock. When minor, 

Getting to  
the Root  

of Allergies
by Dr. A. I. Cushing

When a pollen of certain  

specific frequency  

penetrates the body’s  

defenses and is identified  

as an invader by the  

immune system, a  

vibratory storm ensues.
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this incompatible clash of energies can 
cause  skin rashes, hives, watery/itching 
eyes, congestion, stomach pains, gas, 
arrhythmia, vomiting, swelling, chronic 
coughing, sneezing, headaches, espe-
cially migraines, a change in the align-
ment of the body, and also emotional 
reactions like anger and anxiety.
 For testing, AllerCease uses a 
form of specialized kinesiology which 
pinpoints with laser-like accuracy the 
offending substances, even to the degree 
of reactivity. Unlike the normal prick 
tests and blood tests used by the medical 
profession to try to determine what the 
patient is allergic to, the AllerCease tech-
nique uses the body’s own neurological 
system to test for any substance on the 
planet including every type of chemi-
cal, cloth and fibre, animal hair and 
dander, even weather conditions, foods, 
hormones, glands, bacteria, viruses, 
parasites, candida and micro-organisms.  
 The allergic reaction is then swiftly 
eliminated using a patented light device 
which neutralizes the allergic reaction 
to the substance by normalizing all the 
energy channels as well as the immune 
and nervous systems. And, in most 
cases, this will take just one treatment 
to eliminate the allergic reaction.
 Because the technique balances all 
the meridians of the body, the patient is 
asked to abstain from eating, using, or 
coming in to contact with the substance 
for 25 hours after treatment. Once the 
25 hour period is over, and as long 
as the patient follows the avoidance 
instructions, the body no longer reacts 
inappropriately or produces troubling 
or disabling symptoms.
 In summary, AllerCease allows 
the vital energy of the body to travel 
in a free-flowing path that was not 
possible during prior exposures to the 
allergic substance. This is the process 
that allows the body to relearn how to 
respond appropriately to the particular 
allergen, thus sending a clear message 
to the brain that this substance is no 
longer a threat because it is now part of 
the patient’s energy field.

Dr. A. I. Cushing D.C., D.Ch., C.N.C., 
F.S.A.C. is the owner of Holistic Doctor 
of Charlotte. To learn more about Aller-
Cease and other services he offers, visit 
HolisticDoc.com or call 704-776-4185.
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calendarofevents
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1
Cyndi Dale LIVE 2 day Intensive – 9am-5pm, 
9am-12:30pm, Sunday. $277 special price for NA 
readers with promo code: LOVE. Join world renown 
Healer, Intuitive and Author of The Complete Book 
of Chakra Healing, Cyndi Dale as she shares “how 
to” secrets on healing. Ayrsley Hilton Garden Inn. 
Reserve your spot (no walk-ins) 704-896-0217. 
GinaSpriggs.guru.

Raised Bed Gardening for Busy Families – 
9:30am-1pm. $35. Let our organic gardening expert 
share an innovative approach to planting a fall/
winter garden. CPCC Cato Campus Horticulture 
Center. Register 704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/
personal-enrichment.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 2
Health & Wholeness Day for Women – 10am-
3pm. Love offering or gently used clothing donation 
for Women’s Shelter. Come join us for a day of relax-
ation and rejuvenation. There will be several healers 
to share their gifts with you. 401. E Arrowood Rd. 
704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org.

MONDAY, AUGUST 3
Summer Camp for Kids-Yoga, Meditation, 
Drumming – 2-4pm. $20. Kids (age 10-14 rec-
ommended) will learn in a non-competitive, safe 
environment. Facilitator Patti Boug is a certified 
children’s yoga instructor and has been teaching for 
almost 10 years. 155 Joe V Knox Blvd, Mooresville. 
704-662-0946. AhlaraInternational.com.

Intuitive Development/Mental Mediumship for 
Beginners – 6:30-8pm. $20. Curious about intui-
tive development? Interested in learning the power 
of working with your Spirit Guides? This class is a 
great place to start. Also meets on Aug 10. 19621 
W Catawba Ave, Cornelius. 704-896-3111. Meetup.
com/TheNook/events.

Pearl Divers: Interdimensional Travel Group – 
7:30pm. Bi-weekly exploration into the depth of the 
heart and the breadth of the cosmos. Join an intrepid 
group of spiritual voyagers as we cross the thresh-
olds of space, time and divine love. Also offered 
Aug 17. Janet_Sussman@att.net, 980-236-7026 or 
TimePortalPubs.com.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 4
Summer Camp for Kids-Rocks & Crystals – 
1-3pm. $20. Rocks have special qualities such as 
encouraging creativity, sparking energy and calming 
effects. Kids will enter a virtual rock and crystal 
mine,  learn about their qualities and choose ones 
to take home.  155 Joe V Knox Blvd, Mooresville. 
704-662-0946. AhlaraInternational.com.

Learn to Meditate – 7-8pm. The basics: go within, 
create balance and peace of mind. Notice how 
your reaction to situations changes from simple 
meditation. 7810 Ballantyne Commons Pkwy, 
Ste 300.  RSVP: Faith.Northington@gmail.com. 
Heartfulness.org.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5
Summer Camp for Kids-Mind Wellness – 2-4pm. 
$20. Luis and Teresa Palma will use hands-on 

and team activities to teach kids how to tune into 
their intuitive self. Participants will learn Neuro-
Linguistic Programming; how to test/trust intuition; 
and increase self-confidence and self-esteem. 155 
Joe V Knox Blvd, Mooresville. 704-662-0946. 
AhlaraInternational.com.

P.E. Calvert Guided Meditation & Automatic 
Writing – 6:30-8pm. $20. This class will align 
your intuition, Spirit Guides and Source. Become 
empowered and then more empowered, exploring 
consciousness. Also offered Aug 12, 19. 19621 W 
Catawba Ave. Cornelius. 704-896-3111. Meetup.
com/TheNook/events.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 6
Intuitive Development/Mental Mediumship – 
10:30am-12pm and 6:30-8pm. $20. Explore and 
expand the depth of your own skills and gifts, jour-
ney into another realm, working with your guides. 
Mediumship practiced. Also offered Aug 13, 20. 
19621 W Catawba Ave. Cornelius. 704-896-3111. 
Meetup.com/TheNook/events.

Summer Camp for Kids-Chakras – 1-3pm. The 
colors of the rainbow are the same as the colors 
of the chakras, colorful energy centers that keep 
us grounded and healthy. Kids learn location of 
chakras as well as colors and meanings and how 
to keep them centered and balanced. 155 Joe V 
Knox Blvd, Mooresville. 704-662-0946. Ahlara 
International.com.

Motorcycle: Basic Rider Course – 6-9pm; 7:30am-
5pm Saturday & Sunday. $205. Join CPCC for 
motorcycle safety training including classroom 
instruction and riding exercises. Offered every week 
in August. Register 704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/
personal-enrichment.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7
Summer Camp for Kids-Painting Angels – 2-4pm. 
$20. Play with a rainbow of colors as Nami holds the 
space to bring in the angels that surround us. Kids 
will will paint their angels on canvas and learn how 
to protect themselves from energies that feel yucky. 
155 Joe V Knox Blvd, Mooresville. 704-662-0946. 
AhlaraInternational.com.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8
Pranic Healing Course - Level 1 – 9am-6pm, 
Sat-Sun. $325 early registration. Instructor Connie 
Williams, M.Ed., CCC-SLP. 5200 Park Rd, Ste 
200A. 850-380-0561. PranicHealingSouth@gmail.
com. PranicHealingandWellness.com.

Female Sexual QiGong – 1-4pm. $300 ($100 deposit 
required). Learn how women in Ancient China knew 
special exercises that helped them to regulate hor-
mones, have easier births, improve menstrual periods 
and remain youthful. Elemental Healing Community 
Room. Register 314-761-6166, charlottereflexol-
ogy@gmail.com. CharlotteReflexology.com.

SoulCollage – 1:30-4:30pm. $45 (includes all sup-
plies). A creative and lighthearted collage process 
with Margaret Wyche that allows one to explore their 
life, inner wisdom and intuition. Elemental Heal-
ing Creative Arts Studio. Register: 704-807-3635 
or mwyche@carolina.rr.com. ElementalHealing 
Charlotte.com.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9
Forgiveness – 12:30-2pm. Love Offering. A work-
shop to help you  heal the past through forgiveness of 
self and others. You will experience a new awareness 
of the importance of forgiving and how to forgive 
in a way that includes intellectual, emotional and 
spiritual dimensions. 401 E Arrowood Rd. 704-523-
0062. UnityofCharlotte.org.

MONDAY, AUGUST 10
Ashtanga Yoga Intro – 7-8pm. Free. In this intro 
we will discuss ashtanga’s lineage, what to expect 
your first day and have a short led practice. 1912 
Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com.

Group Remote Sunpoint Sessions with Janet 
Sussman – 8:30-10pm. $35/session. Join us as we 
participate in this powerful spiritual healing process 
together via teleconference. Also offered Thurs, Aug 
20. RSVP to receive codes. Janet_Sussman@att.net. 
980-236-7026. TimePortalPubs.com.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12
SoulCollage® – 7-9pm. First timers only $10. 
Delve into your intuition to create a collage, made 
from magazine images, with deep personal mean-
ing. No artistic talent needed and all supplies are 
provided. Cindy Ballaro, facilitator. 4919 Monroe 
Rd. TheRespite.org.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 13
New Moon Shamanic Journey – 7:30pm. $20. A 
special of consciousness to work with intuitive and 
spiritual guidance for healing, obtaining information 
and working through personal issues. 704-277-3887. 
HarmonyYogaNC.com.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 14
SoulCollage, The Companion Suit w/Margaret 
Wyche – 9:30am-4pm. $95. The companion suit 
holds the animal totems or power animals that 
correspond with the seven major chakras or energy 
centers. We will be using guided imagery and medi-
tation. Elemental Healing Arts Studio. Register: 704-
807-3635, mwyche@carolina.rr.com. Elemental 
HealingCharlotte.com.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 15
Certified Reiki Level I – 9am-6pm. $150 early 
bird. Energy healing for Mind-Body-Spirit wellness. 
Includes attunements, history, discussion, hands-on 
practice, ICRT manual, Certificate, ongoing teacher 
support. 51 Union St S, Ste 202, Concord. Register: 
AReikiPlace.com.

Evening of Transformational Music with Janet 
Sussman – 8pm. Love offering. A unique journey 
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into the deepest regions of your spiritual body and 
psyche that can elicit healing at very deep levels. This 
popular event explores the wondrous effects of music 
on the human energy system. Janet_Sussman@att.
net, 980-236-7026 or TimePortalPubs.com.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 16
Certified Reiki Level II – 9am-6pm. $150 early 
bird. Learn and practice Reiki Power, Harmony and 
Distance symbols, and distant treatments.  Includes 
attunements, ICRT manual, hands-on practice, Cer-
tificate, and ongoing support. 51 Union St S, Ste 202, 
Concord. Register: AReikiPlace.com.

MONDAY, AUGUST 17
Healing Sound Journey – 7-8:30pm. $30. Led by 
Robbie Warren, experienced in Shamanic journeying 
and teaching the shamanic path, the journey will be 
conducted in  a sacred and safe way. Breath Mas-
sage & Breathwork, 2901 N Davidson St, Unit 122. 
Register: Robbie@Otterdance.com. Otterdance.com.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 18
Mindful Health Workshop – 6:30-8:30pm. $25. 
Learn to calm your mind, soothe your body and 
renew your spirit. 2nd part offered Thurs, Aug 20. 
CPCC Central Campus near Uptown. Register 
704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/personal-enrichment

Meditation on Twin Hearts – 7:30pm. $10. Experi-
ence inner peace, reduce stress, increase wellness 
and spirituality. Community Yoga, 20823 N Main 
St, Ste 117, Cornelius. PranicHealingCharlotte.com.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19
Death Cafe – 7-8:30pm. Donation. The concept of a 
Death Cafe is to bring a once taboo subject out into 
the open. We will cry, laugh, be provoked by others’ 
values and views, and expand our own thinking in 
this experience. Dr. Lyndall Hare, facilitator. 4919 
Monroe Rd. TheRespite.org.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 20
Soul Widows Support Group – 11am-12:30pm. 
Free. For widows, 60 and younger, who have expe-
rienced the loss of their spouse or significant other.  
An intimate space to share grief through speaking 
and listening to each other’s stories. 4919 Monroe 
Rd, TheRespite.org.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 21
Harmony Yoga 200hr Teacher Training – 6pm. 
Gentle yet powerful postures combined with the 
nourishing, contemplative aspects of yoga offer an 
inner and outer transformational experience that 
will expand your personal practice or allow you to 
teach to a wide audience of students. 704-277-3887. 
HarmonyYogaNC.com.
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 22
Chakra Balancing Workshop – 9am-1pm. $59. 
This 4 hour workshop offers an introduction to the 
energy centers, and teach you how to use a pen-
dulum; how to translate the information obtained 
and relate it to your current life situation; as well 
as effective ways to balance your energies. Guided 
practice CD included. Details/register: 704-996-
4079. Nancy@areikilife.com. AReikiLife.com.

Caring for Persons with Alzheimer’s & Dementia 
– 9am-3:30pm. $99. Learn essential communication 
skills useful for the various stages of Alzheimer’s/
dementia. 2nd part Saturday, Aug 29. CPCC Cato 
Campus. Register 704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/
personal-enrichment.

Sunpoint™ Practicum with Janet Sussman, 
Founding Teacher – 9am-5pm. $100. Enjoy an-
other powerful, relaxing and educational day of 
learning this practical, easy and affordable process 
of spiritual rejuvenation. Focus: working with the 
spiritual heart utilizing both Sunpoint and heart 
meditation. Janet_Sussman@att.net. 980-236-7026. 
TimePortalPubs.com.

Certified Advanced Reiki Training – 9am-
6pm. $250. Receive attunement and Reiki master 
symbol.  Learn Aura Clearing to remove energy 
blocks, meditation to strengthen your mind, using 
crystals with Reiki, advanced techniques.  Includes 
hands-on practice, manual, Certificate and ongoing 
support. 51 Union St S, Ste 202, Concord. Register: 
AReikiPlace.com.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 23
Reiki Basics – 2-4pm. $55. High level introduc-
tion to Reiki, hand positions for a self-treatment, 
lecture and practice.  Includes Level I attunement 
and handouts. 51 Union St S, Ste 202, Concord. 
Register: AReikiPlace.com.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 26
Sierra Club Central Piedmont Chapter Meeting 
– 7pm (6:30 pizza). Movie night: “The Real Dirt on 
Farmer John”, the tale of a maverick midwestern 
farmer. Free & open to public. Mahlon Adams 
Pavilion, Freedom Park. CharlotteSierraClub.org. 
SierraClub.CentPiedPublicity@gmail.com.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29
Animal Reiki Basics – 9-11am.  $55. Intro to Ani-
mal Reiki, how it works, and how to share Reiki 
with animals.  Includes Reiki Level I attunement, 
lecture, demonstrations and handouts.  No certifi-
cate is awarded. 51 Union St S, Ste 202, Concord. 
Register: AReikiPlace.com.

SoulCollage, The Council Suit w/Margaret 
Wyche – 9:30am-4pm. $95. The Council Suit holds 
the spiritual aspects and archetypes influencing one’s 
life. This suit honors the journey that guides and 
shapes each person. Elemental Healing Arts Studio. 
Register: 704-807-3635, mwyche@carolina.rr.com. 
ElementalHealingCharlotte.com.

Full Moon Shamanic Journey – 7:30pm. $20. A 
special of consciousness to work with intuitive and 
spiritual guidance for healing, obtaining information 
and working through personal issues. 704-277-3887. 
HarmonyYogaNC.com.

MONDAY, AUGUST 31
Soul Widows Support Group – 7-8:30pm. Free. 
For widows, 60 and younger, who have experienced 
the loss of their spouse or significant other.  An 
intimate space to share grief through speaking and 
listening to each other’s stories. 4919 Monroe Rd. 
TheRespite.org.

plan ahead
SEPTEMBER 2
Basic Drawing Techniques – 6:30-9pm, Wednes-
days Sept 2-Oct 14. $120. Master basic drawing 
techniques and build confidence as you learn 
drawing fundamentals. CPCC Central Campus near 
Uptown. Register 704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/
personal-enrichment.

SEPTEMBER 5
Quantum Physics & Shamanism – 10am-5pm. 
$125 ($99 early-bird by August 15). Discover a 
specialized form of science that explores the nature 
of reality beginning at the subatomic (unseen) level. 
1912 Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com.
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sunday
 

Natural Path Meditation – 7:15-8:30am. Helps to 
create peace and harmony within your heart. Please 
join us. Unity of Charlotte, 401 E Arrowood Rd. 
Heartfulness.org.
Unity of Charlotte Sunday Celebration Service 
– 10:30am.  Spirit-led and Heart-driven describes 
this welcoming spiritual community that offers 
spiritual enrichment classes throughout the week 
and a vibrant Sunday Celebration Service with ter-
rific music and inspiring messages. Your Program 
ages 4+ avail. 401 E Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062. 
UnityofCharlotte.org.
Unity Center for Spiritual Living Sunday Service 
– 10:30am. Led by spiritual leader, Rev Rebecca 
Nagy. A non-denominational spiritual community, 
grounded in the universal truth teachings of new 
thought and ageless wisdom. 7300 Mallard Creek 
Rd. 704-599-1180. UCFSL@att.net. UCFSL.org.
Unity Church of Lake Norman Spiritual Center 
Sunday Service – 11am (Adult class 9:30am). 
Love offering. If you’re seeking a positive, pro-
gressive spiritual path that offers New Thought 
principles, thought-provoking messages, where 
everyone is welcome - you’ll feel like you’ve 
come home. Explore the practical, timeless teach-
ings. The Warehouse Performing Arts Center, 
9216 Westmoreland Rd, Cornelius. 704-267-5498. 
UnityLakeNorman.org.
Wisdom of the Body: Expressive Arts Work-
shop – 1:30-4:30pm beginning Aug 9. $45 each 
or ($135/4 sessions- early-bird before Aug 9). 
Aug 9-Tune into your Mind, Body, and Soul; Aug 
23-Source Your Powerful Sacred Self; Aug 30-Em-
power your Voice of Approval; Sept 6-Joyfully 
Celebrate your True Essence. 1912 Commonwealth 
Ave. OkraCharlotte.com.

monday
Monday Morning Meditation – 9-9:50am. $5. 
Beginner or advanced in the art of meditation. This 
period of stillness may be just what you need to start 
each week with a happy sigh. We will not meet Aug 

24. 219621 West Catawba Ave, Cornelius. 704-896-
3111. meetup.com/thenook.
Intuitive Development/Mental Mediumship for 
Beginners – 10:30am-12pm. $20. Curious about 
intuitive development? Interested in learning the 
power of working with your spirit guides? This 
class is a great place to start. Also offered Jul 6 & 
13 6:30-8pm. We will not meet Aug 24. 19621 W 
Catawba Ave, Cornelius. 704-896-3111. meetup.
com/thenook.
Therapeutic Yoga for Deep Relaxation – 6:30pm. 
Breathing techniques, gentle poses and meditation 
to peacefully bring you into the present moment. All 
levels, beginners welcome. Integra Wellness, 1040 
Edgewater Corporate Parkway, Indian Land, SC. 
704-277-3887 or HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Oneness Blessing – 7pm. Love offering. 1st and 
3rd Mon. Non-denominational experience that 
transfers physical energy, awakening our connec-
tion with the oneness in everything, allowing each 
of us to deepen our relationship with others and 
our creator. 401 E. Arrowood Road. 704-523-0062, 
UnityOfCharlotte.org.
Meditation on Twin Hearts and Spiritual Stud-
ies – 7pm. $10. A different topic each week - with 
open spiritual discussion. 5200 Park Rd, Ste 200A. 
850-380-0561. PranicHealingCharlotte.com. Pranic 
HealingandWellness.com.

tuesday
Gentle Restorative Yoga – 9:30-11am. Release 
muscular and mental tension with flowing poses and 
breath, as well as restorative postures using props for 
deep joint opening. HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Weekly Daytime Meditation – 12-1pm. Dona-
tion. Brief instruction period, 30 minute silent 
meditation, short Q&A. Park Rd Baptist Church, 
Milford Chapel, 3900 Park Rd. 704-995-4860. 
IMCCharlotte.org.
Emergence Care Group Healing Sessions – 6:30-
7:30pm. Join John & Marcela McBride for a spiritual 
healing art that works with the subtle energy field 
around the body to support change from the inside 
out. Contact for pricing. Register: 828-215-1471, 
Marcela@MarcelaMcBride.com. Elemental Healing 
Community Room. BodyMindShift.com.
Meditation for Peace Assembly – 7pm. Love offer-
ing. A group meditation for peace in ourselves and in 
our world. Two 20 minute sessions of silent medita-
tion with a short intermission. 401 E Arrowood Rd. 
704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org.
The Dynamic Laws of Prosperity – 7-8:30pm. 
Love offering. The world’s first and best prosperity 
course. You can have everything and anything if you 
know the power that is within you and dare to use it. 
This course teaches you how to access and release 
this power. 401 E Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062. 
UnityofCharlotte.org.

wednesday
The School of Spirituality with David Hulse – 
10:30am-12pm. Love Donation. This is an on-going 
class with discussion on spiritual topics relevant to 
our changing world and search for deeper meaning. 
All welcome.  704-523-0062. 401 E Arrowood Rd. 
UnityofCharlotte.org.
Therapeutic Yoga for Deep Relaxation – 6:30pm. 
Breathing techniques, gentle poses and meditation 
to peacefully bring you into the present moment. 
All levels, beginners welcome. All levels, begin-
ners welcome. Integra Wellness, 1040 Edgewater 
Corporate Parkway, Indian Land, SC. 704-277-3887 
or HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Boost Your Mood and Energy Levels!
One Serving Has the Equivalent Antioxidants  

of Four Servings of Fruits and Vegetables.

9.5-oz jar $54.99 (30-day supply)  
plus $5 for shipping

Like us on Facebook at Natural Awakenings Webstore

Made with certified-organic, non-GMO, 
Paleo profile ingredients, Natural 
Awakenings Green Powder supplement 

nourishes and strengthens every system 
in your body, providing support for:  

• DIGESTION & GASTROINTESTINAL FUNCTION
• CIRCULATION & CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION
• REGULATING BLOOD SUGAR & CHOLESTEROL
• STRONGER IMMUNE SYSTEM
• BALANCED, HEALTHY NUTRITION

Order online today at
ShopNaturalAwakenings.com 

or call: 888-822-0246
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Weekly Wednesday Meditation – 7pm. Donation. 
Practice instructions for those new to meditation 
at 7pm. Silent mindfulness meditation at 7:30pm, 
followed by dharma talk and discussion. Park Rd 
Baptist Church, Milford Chapel, 3900 Park Rd. 
IMCCharlotte.org.
Rude Awakening-A 4-part Webinar on the Joys 
and Challenges of the Awakening Process – 
8:30pm. $150. Address the inner dynamics of awak-
ening including kundalini issues, changes in family 
and/or personal relationships, and re-orientation of 
one’s life purpose. Janet_Sussman@att.net, 980-
236-7026 or TimePortalPubs.com.

thursday
A Course in Miracles – 9:30am. Freewill offering. 
A transformative ongoing study group open to all. 
Where philosophy, psychology, and religion end, A 
Course in Miracles begins. 401 E. Arrowood Road. 
704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.
Kundalini Yoga – 6:30-8pm. $15. Kundalini Yoga 
is a physical and meditative discipline that combines 
postures (asanas), breath (pranayama), and the 
chanting of mantras. 1912 Commonwealth Ave. 
OkraCharlotte.com.
Reiki Share – 7pm. 1st & 3rd Thursdays. Love Of-
fering. Share in the loving gift of Reiki energy. Facili-
tated by Usui Reiki Master, Catherine Reed. 401 E. 
Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062, UnityofCharlotte.org.
Meditation and Pranic Healing Sessions for the 
Public – 7pm. $20 donation/$10 for meditation 
only. Experience inner peace, reduce stress, increase 
wellness and spirituality. 5200 Park Rd, Ste 200A. 
850-380-0561. PranicHealingSouth@gmail.com. 
PranicHealingCharlotte.com.

saturday
Integrative Yoga for Deep Relaxation – 8:30 & 
10:15am. Breathing techniques, gentle poses. aro-
matherapy, massage and meditation to peacefully 
bring you into the present moment.  704-277-3887 
or HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Tennis for Beginners – 9-11am, Aug 22-Oct 3. $90. 
Learn the fundamentals of tennis. Mason Wallace 
Park, Monroe Rd. Register 704-330-4223. CPCC.
edu/cce/personal-enrichment.
Advanced Tennis for Beginners – 11:15am-
1:15pm, Aug 22-Oct 3. $100. Refine your game and 
learn advanced techniques for singles and doubles 
play. Mason Wallace Park, Monroe Rd. Register 
704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/personal-enrichment.

Got Events?  
Get Noticed! 

Advertise in our calendar!
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Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in 
our community. To find out how you can be included in the Community 
Resource Guide email Advertise@AwakeningCharlotte.com to request our 
media kit.

communityresourceguide

ACUPUNCTURE

GREEN CROSS ACUPUNCTURE
Dr Eddie Choi, LAc, OMD 
6404 Carmel Rd, Ste 202,  
Charlotte, 704-540-6900 
GCAcupuncture.com

Offering Acupuncture, Chinese 
Herbal Medicine, Japanese style 
needle skills and alternative health 
services to provide the highest 
standard of health enhancement. 
See ad, page 37.

EMPOWER LIFE CENTER
Camilo Sanchez, LAc, MOM, MQG 
704-542-8088 
EmpowerLifeCenter.com

With 24 years  of  c l in ical 
and teaching experience in 
acupunc tu re  and  Ch inese 
medicine, Camilo’s expertise is 
to identify the root cause of your 
health concerns. Specializing in 
the treatment of pain conditions, 
women’s  heal th ,  digest ive 
disorders, sports injuries, stress 

and chronic diseases. Camilo also teaches authentic 
Chen Tai Chi, QiGong and Taoist yoga. 

TWO TREES ACUPUNCTURE
Paula Kearney and David Bonilla 
1318-A3 Central Ave, Plaza Midwood 
704-770-1318  
TwoTreesAcupuncture.com

Charlotte‘s only Community 
Acupuncture Clinic, providing 
affordable Community & 
Comprehensive  Acupuncture 
services, Customized Chinese 
Herbal Formulas, Oriental 
Nutrition Therapy and Tui Na 

Chinese Medical Massage. See ad, page 27.

WANG’S ACUPUNCTURE &  
HERBAL CLINIC
Dr’s Jeffrey Wang & Mary Ren, DOM, LAc 
704-968-0351 
BallantyneAcupuncture.com

Acupuncture & herbal experts and 
professors from China with 31 
years clinical experience now 
serving Rock Hill, South Carolina 
and Charlotte.

ALLERGY

HOLISTIC DOCTOR OF CHARLOTTE
Dr A I Cushing, DCD, Ch, CNC, FSAC 
1341 E Morehead St, Ste 102 
704-776-4185 
HolisticDoc.com

Dr. Cushing will help you get to 
the root causes of your Eczema & 
Psoriasis with specialized holistic 
testing. 37 years of clinical 
experience. Easy, non-drug 
treatment. See ad, page 16.

AYURVEDA

AYURVEDIC HEALTH COUNSELOR
Lisa Moore 
704-277-3887 
HarmonyYogaNC.com

Education/support on food and lifestyle from a wholistic 
system of medicine that uses a constitutional model  
individualized for each person’s elemental make-
up. Workshops and consultations help to enhance 
digestion, promote detoxification, reduce stress and 
increase the connection between the mind and the 
body. See ad, page 40.

CLEANING

ECO-FRIENDLY 
CLEANING SERVICES
Maria, madacony@hotmail.com 
Serving the Charlotte area 
704-807-1911

We lovingly clean your 
home using all non-toxic 
cleaning products! Locally 
owned and operated with 
over 14 years experience. 
Call Maria for a Free 

Estimate. References Available Upon Request. 

COLONICS

CHARLOTTE COLON  
HYDROTHERAPY
Paul & Catherine Simard 
942 W Hill St, Charlotte NC 28208 
CharlotteColonHydrotherapy.com 
704-858-4802

Get Healthy with Colonics! 
Begin your journey to wellness 
in a safe, clean and professional 
environment. Since 1994. 
Certified and member of I-ACT. 
Uptown Charlotte.

DETOXIFICATION

DETOX YOU
Aleesha K Ashlie 
704-995-5337 
AAshlie@Windstream.net 
DetoxesYou.com 

Optimize health & recovery! Cleanse every cell 
in your body. Experience more energy, boosted 
immune system, quicker recovery from allergies, 
athletics, illness, surgery, and more. See ad, page 27.

DOULA

GENTLE STRENGTH  
DOULA SERVICE
Nancy Hudson, CLD 
Nancitarene@gmail.com 
704-579-5308

Serv ing  wi th  exper i ence , 
encouragement and therapeutic 
touch. Helping women  physically, 
emotionally and informationally 
during pregnancy, birth and 
postpartum. Testimonials: facebook/
GentleStrengthDoulaService.

EDUCATION

CPCC CORPORATE AND  
CONTINUING EDUCATION
704-330-4223 
cpcc.edu/cce

Invest in yourself. 
Explore new topics or 
refresh skills. Personal 
enrichment offerings 
include fitness, creative 

and performing arts, recreation, wellness, home and 
garden and more. See ad, page 9. 

VERITAS COMMUNITY SCHOOL
4301 Shamrock Dr 
Charlotte, NC 28215 
VeritasCommunitySchool.com

Veritas is a tuition-free elementary school that 
empowers the scholar and athlete in every child 
through health and wellness practices within a 
peaceful environment. 

ENERGY HEALING

BIJA TREE
A School for Higher Learning 
Learn, Heal, Grow 
Dr Kenneth Williams and Connie Williams 
MEd BijaTree@gmail.com 
850-380-0561

Educational opportunities to 
faci l i ta te  greater  heal th , 
conscious living, and spiritual 
development. Enroll in courses 
on Spirituality, Meditation, 
Yoga and Pranic Healing. Some 
courses offer CE hrs. Curriculum 

options at BijaTree.com. See ad, page 14.
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FITNESS

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd, 
Hwy 160, Charlotte NC 
704-504-8866 
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and 
Meditation. Traditional and 
authentic classes 7 days a 
week. Take control of your  
fitness, stress reduction, 
healing and self-defense. 
Programs for kids aged 3 and 

up through senior citizens. See ad, page 2.

FUEL TECHNOLOGY

ECO-ENGINEERED PRODUCTS
Curtis McCoy
xgopportunity.com/bxtreme7.com
704-449-8830

    Vitamins for your car! Xtreme 
G r e e n ,  t h e  l e a d e r  i n 
environmentally friendly 
l u b r i c a t i o n  a n d  f u e l 
technology. Boost power and 
performance. Reduce harmful 
emissions Improve MPG.     

Distributorship available.

GIFT SHOPS

FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP
Marie Hadden 
2621 Weddington Rd 
704-291-9393 
Free Spirit Gift Shop on Facebook

Come experience all the 
peace and joy a spiritual 
shop can offer. We offer a 
wide variety of items for 
your enjoyment. Now 
o f f e r i n g  S h a m a n i c 
Readings and Shamanic 
Journeys. See ad, page 9.

HERBALIST

CAROLINAS NATURAL  
HEALTH CENTER
Dr Dave Hamilton, ND 
1114 Sam Newell Rd, Ste A 
Matthews, NC 28105 
704-708-4404 
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Special izing in botanical 
medicine, family medicine, pain 
management,  and clinical 
nutrition. Dr. Dave uses these 
modalities to best individualize 
patient care. Call for your free 
consultation. See ad, page 16.

HOLISTIC CENTER

AHLARA INTERNATIONAL
155 Joe V Knox Ave, Mooresville 
704-662-0946 
AhlaraInternational.com

Ahlara International is Lake 
Norman’s premier spa, 
boutique, and Center for 
Yoga and Pilates. The 
holistic environment offers 
h igh ly  qua l i f i ed  and 

dedicated practitioners, healers, teachers and 
lecturers. See ad, page 34.

HYPNOTHERAPY

TRANSPERSONAL POWER, LLC
Linda M Thunberg, MHt  
19900 S Main St, Ste 5, Cornelius 
Elemental Healing – 5200 Park Rd. 
TranspersonalPower.com 
704-237-3561

Transpersonal Hypnotherapy 
allows you to go beyond the ego, 
bringing Spirit into your therapeutic 
session. Group or individual 
sessions with Linda Thunberg, 
Certified Master Transpersonal 
Hypnotherapist. Weight Loss, 
Stress, Relationship Issues, Self 

Esteem, Self Image, Soul Advancement, Regressions, 
Life Progressions. See ad, page 29. 

LIFE COACH

KELLEY DOYLE COACHING
Kelley Doyle Snyder 
704-560-2348, Coach@KelleyDoyle.com 
KelleyDoyle.com

Be BOLD. Be BRAVE. Be YOU. 
Certified Life Coach with 12+ 
years experience. Individual 
coaching for accelerated growth 
and transformation. Small group 
Daring Way™ workshops & 
retreats for women.

LYMPHATIC CLEANSE

JENNIFER DILLON, DC, CCN
447 S Sharon Amity, Ste 110 
704-333-9991 
DillonNaturalHealth.com

The Light Beam Generator is a 
non-invasive oxygen based 
detoxification system helping to 
restore function and assist the 
lymphatic system. When this 
circulatory system is congested, 
the whole system becomes toxic 
causing chronic inflammation as 

well as many other issues. See ad, page 4.

MARTIAL ARTS

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd, 
Hwy 160, Charlotte, NC 
704-504-8866, ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and 
Meditation. Traditional and 
authentic classes 7 days a week. 
Take control of your fitness, 
stress reduction, healing and 
self-defense. Programs for kids 
aged 3 and up, through senior 
citizens. See ad, page 2.

MASSAGE SCHOOL

NC SCHOOL OF ADVANCED  
BODYWORK
820 Tyvola Rd, Ste 203 
Charlotte, NC 28217 
ncsab.com, 980-224-8449

Train from the best and become 
a member of an elite group of 
bodywork professionals. See ad, 
page 39.

NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN

CAROLINAS NATURAL 
HEALTH CENTER
Dr Michael Smith, ND 
Dr Dave Hamilton, ND 
1114 Sam Newell Rd, Ste A 
Matthews, NC 28105 
704-708-4404 
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Diabetes, Depression, 
Digestive Disorders, 
A n x i e t y  A D H D . 
C h a r l o t t e ’s  o n l y 
doctors specializing in 

homeopathy. We focus on treating YOU to uncover 
the cause of your health condition and empower you 
to better health! Call for your free consultation. See 
ad, page 16.

DR. DAVE HAMILTON, ND
1114 Sam Newell Rd, Ste A 
Matthews, NC 28105 
704-708-4404 
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Diabetes, Depression, Digestive 
Disorders,  Anxiety ADHD. 
C h a r l o t t e ’s  o n l y  d o c t o r s 
specializing in homeopathy. We 
focus on treating YOU to uncover 
the cause of your health condition 
and empower you to better health! 
Call for your free consultation. See 
ad, page 16.
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CHERIE MINETTE, ND, MPH
Naturopathic Health 
218 E Tremont Ave, Ste B 
704-414-0380 
DrMinette.com

Are your medications making you 
sick? Dr. Chérie Minette uses 
natural therapies to treat a wide 
range  of  hea l th  concerns , 
including: allergies, depression, 
anxiety, reflux, menopause, 
irritable bowel, acne, sinusitis, 
attention disorder, yeast infections, 

and much more. Safe and effective treatments, 
without side effects. See ad, page 39.

ORGANIC SALON

ORGANIC SALON LKN
125 E Plaza Dr, Ste #117 
Mooresville NC 28115 
704-902-0997 
OrganicSalonLKN.com

Full service 100% organic salon using Organic 
Salon Systems located in A New You Body Works 
offering, massage, detox therapies, local essential 
oils and body care products. Don’t forget the 
pooches we offer discounts when you book the 
same time with 100% stress and chemical free. 
ANewYouZenDogSalon.com.

PSYCHIC

ED CARLTON 
Tarot, Medium, Clairvoyant, Aura
Charlotte Area
843-437-7028

      Intuitive Tarot reader and Psychic 
Medium. Readings in-person, 
call for appointment. Contact 
past loved ones, spirit guides or 
just receive answers.

SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC MEDIUM
Heidi E Kent 
423-300-8618 
HeidisReadings.com

Heidi E. Kent, co-director of the 
Nook Cornelius, is a certified 
psychic  medium,  spi r i tual 
communicator, numerologist, 
palmist, relationship counselor 
and metaphysical teacher. Heidi 
also conducts spiritual weddings. 
See ad, page 20.

REIKI

A REIKI LIFE TREATMENT &  
TRAINING CENTER
5200 Park Rd, Ste 105 
Charlotte, NC 28209 
704-996-4079 
AReikiLife.com 

Offering Reiki treatment for 
adults, children and animals; 
comprehensive Reiki educational 
p r o g r a m s ;  a n d  N C B T M B 
continuing education.  Nancy 
Bunt, founder & director, has over 
19 years of experience with Reiki 
in both clinical settings and private 
practice; as well as an extensive 

background in mind-body wellness. See ad, page 22.

A REIKI PLACE  
INTEGRATIVE WELLNESS
51 Union St S, Ste 202 
Concord, NC 28025 
704-654-7070 
AReikiPlace.com

Intuitive Coaching, Wellness 
programs, Treatments for Adults, 
Children and Animals, Certified 
Reiki and Animal Reiki training.  
Bryce Goebel helps you live a 
balanced, authentic life. See ad, 
page 10.

REFLEXOLOGY

CHARLOTTE REFLEXOLOGY 
5200 Park Rd, Ste 111 
Yadi Alamin  
704-993-8321, jiyad7@gmail.com 
CharlotteReflexology.com

S p e c i a l t y 
S e r v i c e s : 
Korean Hand 
Therapy, Foot 
R e f l ex o l o g y, 
D i e n  C h a n 

Facial Reflexology, Tui Na Massage:  Whole 
Body, Japanese Style Meridian Therapy & Detox 
Cupping Therapy.

FACIAL REFLEXOLOGY 
5200 Park Rd, Ste 111 
Joi Abraham, 314-761-6166 
CharlotteReflexology.com

Look younger without drugs, 
chemicals or injections! Facial 
Reflexology is the natural way to  
give the skin a lift. $75 for a 30-
min session.

SHAMANISM

ROBBIE WARREN,  
OTTER WOMAN STANDING
Spiritual Guide and Ceremonialist  
704-904-4953 
Robbie@OtterDance.com

Guidance, Ceremonies and 
healing steeped in traditions 
of ancient Shamanism. 
Working with Spirit Guides 
and Ancestors,  Robbie 
brings clarity and perspective 
to situations that create 
confusion and dis-ease.

SPIRITUAL CENTER

UNITY OF CHARLOTTE 
Senior Minister, Rev Nancy Ennis 
401 E Arrowood Rd 
704-523-0062 
UnityOfCharlotte.org

Unity features a vibrant,  joyous 
Sunday Celebration Service at 
10:30am with terrific music, 
inspiring messages and a warm, 
welcoming spiritual com-
munity. Offering classes and 
workshops throughout the week 

with activities that support your health, wellness and 
spiritual journey. Welcome Home! See ad, page 37.

SPIRITUAL CONSULTANT

JANET SUSSMAN
Intuitive Consultation 
980-236-7026 
Janet_Sussman@att.net 
TimePortalPubs.com

Founder of the Sunpoint™ method 
of energy balancing & realignment, 
transformational musician, & 
author. Over 30 yrs experience 
working with adults & children 
focus ing  on  l i fe  purpose , 
creativity, personal relationships, 
and the challenges of the spiritual 
quest. Ongoing classes, workshops 

& transformational music concerts. See ad, page 19.

TAI CHI/QIGONG

EMPOWER LIFE CENTER
Camilo Sanchez, LAc, MOM 
704-542-8088 
EmpowerLifeCenter.com

Learn authentic Chen Tai Chi 
and Taoist Elixir Qigong under 
the  gu idance  o f  20 th 
generation Master Instructor 
Lao Shi, Camilo Sanchez, L. 
Ac, MOM. Tai Chi has been 
called the “Perfect exercise” 
for mind/body wellness. 

Promote fitness, improve health, relieve pain, boost 
energy, reduce stress & learn self defense skills. 
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THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd, Hwy 160  
704-504-8866 
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Reduce stress, boost energy and 
develop top physical and 
spiritual well-being! Learn 
authentic and traditional tai chi 
and qigong at Charlotte’s #1 
school for martial arts and 
health arts. See ad page 2.

TAROT

TAROT WITH A TWIST
Karen Yoder 
704-771-9571 
Karen@TarotWithATwist.com 
TarotWithATwist.com

Tarot and Crystal Reading, Energy 
Work and Intuitive Business 
Coaching either face-face or 
distance. Private parties for all 
readings, and workshops on 
crystals and pendulums. See ad, 
page 29.

TAROLOGIST
Gina Spriggs 
704-846-0217 
GinaSpriggs.Guru

Holistic Intuitive. Intuitive 
Development Mentor. Business 
Coach for Professional Intuitives. 
Private Readings. Energy Work.  

THERMOGRAPHY

JENNIFER DILLON, DC, CCN
447 S Sharon Amity, Ste 110 
704-333-9991 
DillonNaturalHealth.com

Thermography is a non-invasive 
way to visualize the health of a 
tissue. Identify inflammation in 
breast tissue and other areas of the 
body. Detect issues early to allow 
time to make a change before 
diagnosis occurs. See ad, page 4.

VETERINARIAN

ATRIUM ANIMAL HOSPITAL
Dr Kim Hombs, DVM, CVA, CVCH, CTui-Na 
6520 McMahon Dr, 704-542-2000 
AtriumAnimalHospital.com

The most comprehensive 
Holistic/Integrative Animal 
Medicine Practice in the 
Charlotte region. Alternative 
vaccine approaches, double 
certified acupuncturist and 
herbalist, offering cold and class 

4 laser, TCM food therapy, Tui-na, Animal 
Rehabilitation with underwater treadmill. See ad, 
page 35.

CHARLOTTE NATURAL  
ANIMAL CLINIC 
JAMES SCHACHT, DVM
2123 E 7th St, 980-819-7402 
CharlotteNaturalAnimal.com

Charlotte’s only animal clinic 
devoted solely to natural, holistic 
care for animals. With 25 years 
experience, Dr. James Schacht, 
DVM, offering wellness exams, 
v a c c i n a t i o n  a l t e r n a t i v e s , 
homeopathic treatment of chronic 
illness and natural flea and tick 
control. See ad, page 15.

WATER

ALKALINE WATER CHARLOTTE 
@Migun Wellness Charlotte 
9105-B Pineville Matthews Rd 
704-540-4848 
MigunCharlotte.com 
AlkalineWaterCharlotte.com

Alkaline Ionized Water 
by the gallon. Stop by 
to learn more about this 

healthy water and also experience a free far-infrared 
acupressure massage on one of Migun’s award 
winning multi-functional physical therapy tables.  
Experience the benefits from Migun’s Far Infrared 
Sauna, Detox Footbath or PEMF Therapy. 

YOGA

HARMONY YOGA
Lisa Moore, Registered Yoga Teacher 
704-277-3887 
HarmonyYogaNC.com

Yoga sends a signal to every cell 
of your body to relax, calming 
racing thoughts and clarifying 
your spirit. Small classes in a 
quiet, nurturing space overlook-
ing nature. Gentle poses and 
breathwork for  a l l  levels .  
Beginners always welcome. See 
ad, page 40.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd, Hwy 160 
Charlotte, NC 
704-504-8866 
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Authentic yoga for health, self-
cultivation and enlightenment. 
Using postures and methods 
practiced for centuries in the 
Shaolin and Taoist traditions of 
China. See ad, page 2.

GROW  
your business 

Advertise with us and reach  
thousands of healthy living  
individuals in the Greater  
Charlotte area who are  
looking for services like yours.  

Call Today!    
704-499-3327    

AwakeningCharlotte.com
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